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The equine metabolic syndrome is a significant problem and health concern in the 
equine population. Impaired insulin regulation reflected by basal or pathological 
postprandial hyperinsulinemia and caused by insulin dysregulation (ID) and/or in-
sulin resistance (IR) is the major key finding and clearly linked to the severe and life-
threating sequel laminitis. However, besides various diagnostic approaches for as-
sessment of disturbed insulin regulation under basal conditions or under dynamic 
stimulation, striking differences in performance of immunoassays used for quanti-
fication of equine insulin occurred. Therefore, the objective of this research project 
was firstly to evaluate various methods used for quantification of equine insulin 
under consideration of clinical demands and conditions and secondly to optimize 
assessment of equine ID and IR by a combination of appropriate dynamic diag-
nostic testing and quantification of equine insulin with an reliable and appropriate 
immunoassay method. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

Metabolic pathologies, obesity and endocrinopathies play an increasingly significant 

role in equine veterinary medicine. The prevalence of obesity is high in the equine 

population with rates ranging between 30 to 48 % (Thatcher et al. 2008; Wyse et al. 

2008; Giles et al. 2014). In addition, horses presented to a first opinion hospital for 

evaluation of laminitis were hyperinsulinemic in 66 % of the cases (Karikoski et al. 

2011), indicating the outstanding clinical importance. Impaired insulin regulation 

reflected by hyperinsulinemia and caused by insulin dysregulation (ID) and/or insulin 

resistance (IR) is a common feature in equine endocrinopathies with partially severe 

and life-threating consequences for the individual affected. The assessment of ID or 

IR by dynamic challenge tests can be difficult under clinical conditions based on 

complex and time-consuming testing procedures but provides advantages compared 

to solely analyses of resting insulin and glucose concentrations. Nevertheless, in 

addition to complex diagnostic testing protocols, most test procedures require 

analyses of equine insulin in blood samples collected either during or after these 

dynamic stimulation tests. Quantification of equine insulin is provided by several 

specialized laboratories using varying immunoassays. However, analyses of basal 

samples or samples obtained during dynamic diagnostic procedures might require 

variable laboratory and immunoassay demands for exact quantification of equine 

insulin. Moreover, reliable references ranges for the combination of commonly used 

diagnostic procedures, for example, the oral glucose test (OGT) performed via 

nasogastric tubing (NGT), and analyses with specific immunoassays are lacking. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 INSULIN DYSREGULATION  

Glucose homeostasis is tightly controlled in physiological conditions to maintain 

essential metabolic homeostasis of the organism. Imbalances in insulin regulation 

can occur under either physiological conditions, such as pregnancy and lactation with 

redistribution of energy sources (Fowden et al. 1984; Maresh 2001), or 

pathophysiological conditions. The term ID describes impaired regulation in this 

complex system. The ID can be reflected by basal hyperinsulinemia, excessive or 

prolonged postprandial hyperinsulinemia and/or by IR (Frank and Tadros 2014; 

Bertin and De Laat 2017; Durham et al. 2019). The IR is defined as the inability of 

tissues to respond adequately to insulin (Muniyappa et al. 2008). It can be reflected 

by a decreased insulin sensitivity, which is characterized by a normal maximal 

biological effect combined with a need for an increased insulin concentration to 

achieve this maximal biological effect. By contrast, a decreased insulin 

responsiveness is characterized by a decreased maximal biological effect combined 

with normal insulin concentrations (Kahn 1978; De Koster and Opsomer 2013). 

Underlying pathomechanisms of IR have not been identified completely in humans 

nor in various animal species. However, several hypotheses have been postulated, 

including a reduced number of insulin receptors in target tissues due to 

downregulation, receptor dysfunction or disturbed post receptor signaling (Kahn 

1980; Shanik et al. 2008). Horses severely affected by IR have typically increased 

basal insulin concentrations. However, mild cases may not stand out with basal 

hyperinsulinemia. This hyperinsulinemia can be symptomatic of tissue IR when it 

occurs as a compensatory response to peripheral tissue IR. In contrast to the 

situations in humans, horses normally compensate for reduced insulin sensitivity and 

develop hyperinsulinemia concurrent with normoglycemia, whereas humans suffer 

from hyperinsulinemia and hyperglycemia (Divers 2008). However, recent research 

highlighted the fact that ID can occur independently of tissue IR, reflected by 

increased insulinemic responses of ponies to PO-applied glucose compared to IV-
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applied glucose (De Laat et al. 2016a). It was suggested that the hyperinsulinemia is 

not just a sequela of IR and that the enteroinsular axis might contribute to ID with 

intensified insulin secretion mediated by incretine stimulation. Impaired secretion and 

the action of glucagon-like peptide 1 as one incretine has been identified in humans 

suffering from diabetes mellitus type II (Toft-Nielsen et al. 2001a) and intravenous 

glucagon-like peptide 1 infusion lowered plasma glucose in diabetes type II patients 

(Toft-Nielsen et al. 2001b). Glucagon-like peptide 1 has been analyzed in horses and 

positively correlated with postprandial insulin concentrations in healthy and in insulin-

dysregulated horses after glycemic challenges (Bamford et al. 2015; De Laat et al. 

2016a). The hypothesis of impaired action of the enteroinsulinar axis is further 

supported by several studies reporting weak to missing correlation between direct 

and indirect measures of tissue IR using enteral glycemic stimulations and, therefore, 

testing more diverse aspects of ID (Pratt et al. 2005: Banse and Mcfarlane 2014; 

Pratt-Phillips et al. 2015; Dunbar et al. 2016). However, recent studies were not able 

to identify differences in incretine concentrations between healthy insulin-sensitive 

and insulin-dysregulated horses after an oral glycemic challenge test (Chameroy et 

al. 2016) and healthy and insulin-dysregulated ponies after grazing pasture 

(Fitzgerald et al. 2019b). 

 

2.1.1 ASSOCIATED EQUINE DISEASES 

2.1.1.1 EQUINE METABOLIC SYNDROME  

The Equine Metabolic Syndrome (EMS) is more of a collection of risk factors and a 

symptom complex than an actual disease and is a rising concern in the equine 

population (Durham et al. 2019). The term EMS was first introduced into veterinary 

medicine by Johnson (2002) and referred to a cluster of clinical signs predisposing 

horses and ponies for the development of laminitis. The term and the characteristics 

were adopted from human medicine where the Human Metabolic Syndrome (MetS) 

describes a disease pattern in which obesity, diabetes type II and cardiovascular 

diseases are the major symptoms. Similar symptoms in equids compared to the 

situation in human medicine had been observed. Generalized obesity or regional 
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accumulation of fat are frequently observed in affected horses (Treiber et al. 2006; 

Carter et al. 2009; Giles et al. 2015; Fitzgerald et al. 2019a). The lean EMS 

phenotype has been described more recently and is increasingly perceived (Durham 

et al. 2019). A predisposition to laminitis has the major significance, together with 

obesity. A laboratory key finding and essential for the confirmation of the diagnosis of 

EMS is the accompanying ID (Frank et al. 2010; Frank and Tadros 2014; Bertin and 

De Laat 2017; Equine Endocrinology Group 2018; Durham et al. 2019). Additional 

clinical conditions associated with EMS include hypertriglyceridemia or dyslipidemia 

(Frank et al. 2006; Treiber et al. 2006; Carter et al. 2009), hyperleptinemia (Cartmill 

et al. 2003), hypoadiponectemia (Menzies-Gow et al. 2017) and cardiovascular 

changes, including arterial hypertension (Bailey et al. 2008), and myocardial changes 

(Heliczer et al. 2017). Altered reproductive cycling in mares (Vick et al. 2006) and 

generally increased proinflammatory markers (Vick et al. 2007) are further clinical 

findings being discussed in the context of EMS. In general, EMS seems to occur 

more commonly in physically inactive and overfed horses and anecdotally in certain 

native breeds which exhibit the obese, EMS-like phenotype more commonly (Durham 

et al. 2019). Recent research highlights a possible inherited predisposition for EMS in 

some breeds, partially based on the assumption that these breeds had genetically 

adapted to survival under suboptimal nutritional conditions (McCue et al. 2015; Lewis 

et al. 2017). Interestingly, further studies investigated genetics in EMS horses 

providing evidence for potential genetic predisposition (Norton et al. 2019a, 2019b). 

 

2.1.1.2 PITUITARY PARS INTERMEDIA DYSFUNCTION  

Pituitary pars intermedia dysfunction (PPID), previously known as Equine Cushing 

Syndrome, is a severe neuroendocrine equine disease associated with metabolic 

perturbations and even impaired insulin regulation in some cases (Equine 

Endocrinology Group 2017). Affected horses are normally over 15 years of age and 

recent studies have reported prevalence rates of up to 30 % for horses over 15 years 

(McFarlane 2011). Affected horses generally show clinical signs such as regional 

adiposity, with atypical adipose tissue accumulation in the neck and tailhead region. 
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Hirsutism or hypertrichosis is the most unique and frequent clinical sign in horses 

suffering from PPID occurring in 55 to 80 % of cases. Further clinical signs include 

polyuria together with polydipsia and concurrent muscle atrophy resulting in poor 

body condition in some cases (Schott 2002; McFarlane 2011). The underlying 

etiology of PPID is a specific expansion of the melanotrophic cells of the pars 

intermedia of the pituitary gland (McFarlane and Cribb 2005). The hyperplasia of the 

pars intermedia of the pituitary gland is based on a loss of dopaminergic inhibition by 

the hypothalamus and uncontrolled release of POMC, mainly adrenocorticotropic 

hormone (ACTH) (McFarlane 2011). The underlying mechanism for the lack of 

dopaminergic control is not known. However, there are suggestions that oxidative 

stress may play a significant role and may led to neurodegeneration (McFarlane and 

Cribb 2005). Interestingly, some horses with PPID develop mild to severe ID. Studies 

reporting ranges of 30 to 60 % of PPID horses also being diagnosed with ID (Schott 

2002; McFarlane 2011; McGowan et al. 2013; Mastro et al. 2015). The exact 

potential cross-link between disturbed cortisol regulation and the occurrence of ID is 

not fully understood. However, the concurrent ID is discussed to dramatically 

increase the risk of the development of endocrinopathic laminitis in PPID cases 

which are already being treated with pergolide mesylate. 

 

2.1.2 ENDOCRINOPATHIC LAMINITIS  

Laminitis is a life-threatening disease of horses and ponies causing acute or chronic 

painful conditions of the hooves (Pollitt 2004). It often results in acute or chronic 

lameness in affected equids, frequently necessitating euthanasia due to welfare 

aspects. Laminitis is defined as a failure of the laminar tissue of the hooves’ lamellar-

distal phalangeal attachment apparatus (Pollitt 1996, 2004). Unfortunately, the exact 

pathomechanisms are still unknown in their entirety despite an excessive research 

effort. Several etiologies of laminitis have been described and postulated, for 

example, alimentary and inflammatory induction (Garner et al. 1975; Galey et al. 

1991; Van Eps and Pollitt 2006; Pollitt and Visser 2010). However, the etiology of 

laminitis may be multifactorial in different conditions and is often a result of several 
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systemic disease entities. Despite well-known causes of laminitis development, such 

as, endotoxemia or overweight bearing, there is growing evidence of an association 

with endocrine dysfunction (McGowan 2008, 2010; Patterson-Kane et al. 2018; De 

Laat 2019). Donaldson et al. (2004) reported the prevalence of PPID defined by a 

single high plasma ACTH concentration in around 70 % of laminitis cases. Moreover, 

Karikoski et al. (2011) reported evidence of an endocrinopathy in 89 % of admitted 

cases presented to a first opinion hospital for evaluation of laminitis. A diagnosis of 

PPID was made in 33 % of cases, whereas hyperinsulinemia was present in 66 % of 

cases (Karikoski et al. 2011). Consistent with these findings, De Laat et al. (2019) 

reported that horses and ponies suffering from laminitis with concurrent 

endocrinopathies have more marked hyperinsulinemia and that higher basal insulin 

concentrations in these cases were associated with more severe lameness. In 

addition, several studies identified elevated serum insulin concentrations as a risk 

factor for the development of laminitis (Carter et al. 2009; Menzies-Gow et al. 2017). 

Multiple experimental studies have been performed to prove the relationship between 

insulin and laminitis in which laminitis was induced under hyperinsulinemic 

conditions. Prolonged IV infusion of insulin by hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamps 

induced clinical laminitis and histopathological changes in the hooves in previously 

healthy ponies (Asplin et al. 2007, Asplin et al. 2010). Additionally, De Laat et al. 

(2010) induced laminitis in healthy Standardbred horses within 48 h by prolonged 

hyperinsulinemia, proving insulin-mediated induction of laminitis even in more insulin-

sensitive breeds. Despite the fact that artificial exogenous hyperinsulinemia induced 

laminitis, De Laat et al. (2012), furthermore, showed that prolonged IV glucose 

infusions provoking constant endogenous hyperinsulinemia were also able to induce 

histopathological lamellar changes consistent with laminitis. Despite studies focusing 

on artificial hyperinsulinemia provoked by IV infusion of exogenous insulin or 

glucose, Meier et al. (2017) showed the direct link between a pathologically high 

postprandial insulin response and the occurrence of experimentally induced laminitis 

by a dietary challenge high in nonstructural carbohydrates (NSC). 
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2.1.3 ASSESSMENT OF INSULIN DYSREGULATION IN HORSES 

Several diagnostic procedures are currently routinely used for the assessment of 

disturbed insulin regulation in equids. However, different test procedures provide 

diverse information regarding the aspects of ID. Basal measures of either insulin or 

combinations of glucose and insulin allow the detection of severe basal 

hyperinsulinemia but may lack identifying cases with inconspicuous basal insulin and 

exacerbated postprandial insulin concentrations in response to carbohydrate 

ingestion. Olley et al. (2019), for example, identified a poor sensitivity of fasted insulin 

concentrations at conventional cutoff values compared to the IV combined glucose-

insulin test. However, studies comparing basal insulin concentrations and results 

from PO testing are not currently available.   

Therefore, dynamic diagnostic tests assessing the horse’s response to a glycemic 

stimulation are currently recommended for the assessment of ID (Bertin and De Laat 

2017; Equine Endocrinology Group 2018; Durham et al. 2019). Variable standardized 

OGT protocols have been established. Based on the physiological mode of action, 

OGTs are recommended to assess pathological postprandial hyperinsulinemia 

(Equine Endocrinology Group 2018; Durham et al. 2019). In-feed OGTs can be 

performed and may offer the most physiological test principle by measuring insulin 

and glucose response following the ingestion of a meal artificially enriched with NSC, 

such as glucose or dextrose powder (De Laat et al. 2016a; Smith et al. 2016; Bertin 

and De Laat 2017; De Laat and Sillence 2017; Meier et al. 2017). The dextrose or 

glucose dosage for implementation ranges from 0.5 to 1 g/kg bodyweight (BW) 

(Frank et al. 2010; Frank and Geor 2014; Durham et al. 2019). A clinical decision can 

be made based on several cutoff values reported in literature. However, the variable 

cutoff values or reference ranges have to be used based on the glucose dose 

implemented and the selection of the immunoassay used for the analysis of the 

equine insulin (Frank and Tadros 2014; Durham et al. 2019). Despite variable 

dosages and cutoff values, the repeatability of this test procedure is crucial and 

horses and ponies often refuse to ingest the complete ratio or need variable times for 

complete ingestion and, therefore, preclude the reliable diagnosis of ID (De Laat and 

Sillence 2017).  
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Schuver et al. (2014) described the Oral Sugar Test as a simplified test to assess the 

insulin response after a defined NSC challenge. Commercially available corn syrup 

(Karo Corn Syrup®, ACH Food Companies Inc., Memphis, Tennessee, USA) is 

administered PO for test implementation. The dosages described range from 0.15 

ml/kg BW (Schuver et al. 2014) to a recently suggested and recommended 0.45 

ml/kg BW (Jocelyn et al. 2018). As a result of the dose comparison studies and 

further investigations, it was highlighted that increased amounts of corn syrup 

increase the diagnostic accuracy to assess ID (Manfredi 2016; Jacob et al. 2018a; 

Jocelyn et al. 2018). However, administration of increased amounts of corn syrup 

complicates the simple PO application procedure.  

Variable reference ranges and cutoff values have been reported based on small 

numbers of the animals included and use of variable immunoassays, thus, often 

complicating diagnosing ID based on this test protocol in clinical practice. Diagnostic 

uncertainty might further occur due to variable composition of the syrup. Multiple 

analyses indicated controversial results regarding the ingredients and reported 

marked differences between different lots (Schuver et al. 2014; Jocelyn et al. 2018).  

However, OGT can also be performed by glucose application via an NGT and 

provides the substantial benefit that an exact amount of glucose is administered 

within a specific period directly into the stomach of the animal tested (Ralston 2002). 

Although NGT may require trained veterinary personal and is an invasive procedure 

for diagnostic purposes, it might be the most standardized procedure and is often 

used in clinical routine when horses refuse to ingest the meal during in-feed OGTs. 

Nevertheless, there are no reliable cutoff values for the OGT via NGT and, therefore, 

cutoff values or reference ranges were adopted from different test protocols 

regardless of the underlying differences in their physiological mode of action and the 

immunoassay method used for quantification of equine insulin. 

 

2.1.4 ASSESSMENT OF INSULIN RESISTANCE IN HORSES  

Despite the assessment of basal hyperinsulinemia or pathologically high postprandial 

hyperinsulinemia as aspects of ID, assessment of tissue IR as another part of ID can 
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be performed and achieved by several further test procedures. Measuring responses 

to IV administered insulin and/or glucose focus on the assessment of peripheral 

tissue insulin sensitivity and -cell responsiveness. Tests such as the frequently 

sampled IV glucose tolerance test (Hoffman et al. 2003; Bailey et al. 2007; Durham 

et al. 2009) and the hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp (Pratt et al. 2005; Pratt-

Phillips et al. 2015) are often used to investigate insulin and glucose regulation in 

experimental and research settings but are too complex and costly for routine clinical 

use. A simplified procedure such as the combined glucose-insulin test is a more 

practicable test in routine clinical use and is considered a direct method to assess 

tissue IR (Eiler et al. 2005). The capacity of the exogenous insulin to shift the injected 

glucose into the insulin-sensitive tissues is assessed by injection of 150 mg/kg BW 

glucose followed by an immediately injection of 0.1 IU/kg BW insulin. Whereas 

glucose concentration is monitored for 45 min, insulin is measured prior to injection 

and after 45 min. Insulin-sensitive horses show a typical two-phase blood glucose 

curve with an initial hyperglycemia followed by a second phase with hypoglycemia in 

which glucose concentrations drop below the initially determined baseline 

concentration. The first positive phase in insulin-resistant horses is prolonged due to 

a slower return to baseline. The 45-min value is used as a clinical cutoff value to 

distinguish between insulin-sensitive and -resistant individuals. Horses should 

achieve normal glucose concentrations and return to baseline levels within 45 

minutes and insulin concentration should remain under 100 μIU/mL if insulin analysis 

is performed with a human-specific radioimmunoassay (RIA; Coat-A-Count, 

Diagnostic Products Corp, Los Angeles, California, USA; Eiler et al. 2005). Horses 

with insulin concentrations above 100 μIU/mL are secreting more insulin than normal 

or clearing the hormone from the circulation at a slower rate. Therefore, values above 

this range are interpreted as an indication of reduced insulin sensitivity (Eiler et al. 

2005). 

2.2 INSULIN 

Insulin is the principal important hormone in the regulation of blood glucose 

homeostasis and essential for the organism’s metabolic function (Wilcox 2005, Berg 
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et al. 2018). Insulin is the main anabolic hormone and released after food intake in 

response to a rise in blood glucose concentration (Berg et al. 2018). Insulin’s basic 

action is to promote the cellular uptake of glucose, fatty acids and amino acids and to 

initiate their further conversion into carbohydrate, fat and protein in insulin-dependent 

tissues (Wilcox 2005, Berg et al. 2018). Insulin is synthesized as the prohormone 

pre-proinsulin in the rough endoplasmic reticulum by the -cells within the islets of 

Langerhans of the pancreas (Wilcox 2005). Pre-proinsulin consists of an A-chain and 

a B-chain coupled by a connecting peptide (C-peptide) (Conlon 2001). During 

translation in the rough endoplasmic reticulum, a single sequence of the pre-

prohormone, the N terminal sequence, is removed by proteases, resulting in 

proinsulin (Wilcox 2005, Berg et al. 2018). The proinsulin is transported to the Golgi 

apparatus, where proinsulin hexamers are formed (Steiner 2004). Finally, C-peptide 

is removed by enzymes during secretion of the proinsulin vesicle from the Golgi 

apparatus, resulting in the formation of insulin (Conlon 2001, Berg et al. 2018). Both 

proinsulin and insulin are secreted into the circulation but proinsulin has only a very 

limited biological activity compared to insulin (Wilcox 2005). The amino acid 

composition of insulin is highly conserved among many vertebrate species and was 

first characterized in humans by Fred Sanger (Stretton 2002). In addition to the highly 

conserved amino acid sequence, the positions of the disulfide bonds are the same 

for most species. These similarities lead to a three-dimensional conformation of 

insulin that is very similar across species (Conlon 2001). Thus, insulin from one 

species is often biologically active in other species, for which reason animal insulin 

was initially used for treatment of diabetes in men. Furthermore, there is a structural 

homology of insulin with insulin-like growth factors 1 and 2 (Yakar et al. 2000). 

Despite the highly conserved amino acid sequence of insulin, some slight differences 

between species exist and provoke changes of specific segments of the molecule. 

The equine insulin has a lower molecular weight of 5.748 kDa compared to human 

insulin with a molecular weight of 5.808 kDa and differs in the amino acid 

composition compared to human insulin at residues A-9 and B-30 (Ho et al. 2008; 

Kuuranne et al. 2008; Ho et al. 2011). The equine insulin molecule at residue A-9 

consists of a glycine instead of a serine and at residue B-30, it consists of an alanine 
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instead of a threonine in human insulin (Ho et al. 2008). The insulin is secreted in 

equimolar amounts with C-peptide into the circulation during exocytosis (Wilcox 

2005). Insulin is produced and stored as a hexamer structure. Insulin in humans is 

cleared by liver tissue during the first pass effect from the portal vein for 

approximately 80 % (Meier et al. 2005) and circulating insulin is cleared mainly by 

glomerular filtration (Rabkin et al. 1984). Recent investigations in horses indicated 

hepatic clearance rates of approximately 30 % under basal conditions and 

approximately 60 % under infusion of dextrose (De Laat et al. 2016b). In contrast to 

insulin, C-peptide is predominantly extracted by the kidneys and does not undergo 

the first pass effect in the liver (Rabkin et al. 1984). When secreted into the blood 

stream, insulin binds to the insulin receptor in insulin-dependent and -sensitive 

tissues and initiates insulin-mediated glucose uptake by activation of insulin signaling 

(Saltiel and Kahn 2001). Insulin-mediated activation of insulin signaling was partially 

investigated in horses (Urschel et al. 2014b, 2014a) and indicated tissues’ specific 

variations under hyperinsulinemic and hyperglycemic conditions (Warnken et al. 

2017).  

2.3 QUANTIFICATION OF INSULIN  

Measurement of human insulin was first performed in 1959 by use of an RIA by 

Yalow and Berson (1959). Nowadays, immunoassay-based methods are used 

frequently in human and veterinary medicine for analyses of various analytes 

including hormones. The test principle is based on antigen-antibody reactions (Wild 

2013). Thus, immunoassays can be used to analyze either antigens or antibodies 

based on the following reaction:  

ANTIGEN (Ag) + ANTIBODY (Ab) = ANTIGEN-ANTIBODY-COMPLEX 

Immunoassays can be generally grouped as competitive or non-competitive assays. 

Competitive assays are based on a defined and limited number of bindings sites of a 

protein (Ag) and a limited amount of a labelled ligand (Ab) (Giraudi et al. 1999, 

Davies 2013, Wild 2013). Thus, a competitive interaction between the labelled ligand 

and the unlabeled ligand from the sample analyzed occurs to bind on a defined and 
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limited amount of an antibody. Based on the detection of the labelled ligand, the 

concentration of antigen-antibody complexes can be measured (Davies 2013). 

According to the fact that the labelled ligand is bound to the not-analyte-bound 

binding sites, the concentration of the analyte of interest is inversely proportional to 

the concentration of the antigen-antibody complexes. Competitive assays are not 

particularly suitable for the detection of very low concentrations of analytes compared 

to non-competitive assays, based on the fact that very low concentrations of the 

analyte are difficult to differentiate from the zero standard or calibrator (Giraudi et al. 

1999). Non-competitive assays are usually solid-phase assays (Friemel 1991). The 

most common technique is the sandwich technique (Porstmann and Porstmann 

1991), based on an immobilized antibody bound onto a microplate surface capturing 

the specific test analyte from the sample. After the incubation and binding process of 

the antibodies and the analyte, the unbound analyte and the remaining sample matrix 

are removed by a washing step. In a second step, another specifically labeled 

detection antibody is added and binds to free epitopes of the analyte to label it. Thus, 

the amount of analyte-bound binding sites labelled by the second antibody are 

detected in this technique (Davies 2013, Aydin 2015). In addition, the doubled 

binding by two specific antibodies increases the assay’s specificity. Labeling might be 

achieved with radioactive isotopes (also called tracers) or enzyme-labeled markers 

providing a basis for a signal generation system. The signal generated can be 

radioactive with - or -radiation or can be based on a color change, a fluorescent 

signal or a luminescent signal which can be measured and detected (Weeks et al. 

2013).  

Several immunoassay methods for the quantification of insulin have been developed 

since the initial RIA was designed and are commercially available for quantification of 

either human insulin or insulin in some animal species; mainly laboratory animals. 

Radioimmunoassays are based on radioactive-labeled antibodies that form a 

complex with the specific substrate (Skelly et al. 1973, Goldsmith 1975, Weeks et al. 

2013). Radioactive iodine can be used as a tracer and iodine125 and iodine131 

(radioactive isotopes) are used most frequently (Kunkel 1991, Weeks et al. 2013). 

The advantages of these tracers are their small sizes and, therefore, their negligible 
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influence on the concurrent operating immune reaction in combination with the high 

traceability of even very low amounts and the low susceptibility to failure based on 

interference with biological substances in the sample matrix (Kunkel 1991, Weeks et 

al. 2013). Radioimmunoassays can be further divided into direct or indirect methods. 

In direct methods, the samples with the unlabeled antigen are incubated with the first 

antibody in the presence of the second antibody, which is labeled with a radioactive 

marker, such as iodine125. After incubation, the sample content is rinsed to remove 

unbound 125I-labeled antibodies. Finally, the amount of bound and radioactive-labeled 

antigen-antibody complexes is then determined in a gamma counter. The 

concentration of the analyte in the samples in this technique is directly proportional to 

the radioactivity generated by the labeled antigen-antibody complexes. This kind of 

radiometric assay is called an immunoradiometric assay (IRMA) (Praither et al. 1985, 

Davies 2013). By contrast, indirect methods are based on the incubation of a fixed 

concentration of radioactive-labeled antigen with a constant dilution of antiserum, 

such that the concentration of antigen-binding sites on the antibody is limited (Davies 

2013). If the sample and, thereby, unlabeled antigen is added to this system, there is 

competition between the labeled tracer and unlabeled antigen from the sample for 

the limited and constant number of binding sites on the antibody. Thus, the amount of 

radioactive-labeled antigen, also called tracer, bound to the antibodies will decrease 

as the concentration of unlabeled antigen from the sample increases. This can be 

measured after separating antibody-bound from free tracer and counting one or the 

other, or both fractions (Skelly et al. 1973, Goldsmith 1975, Davies 2013). However, 

due to health concerns regarding working processes with radioactive materials, the 

use of RIA has been reduced as much as possible in recent times (Lequin 2005) and 

currently requires specific laboratory standards and authorization. Thereby, the RIA 

method has been nearly replaced by enzyme immunoassays (EIA) (Aydin 2015). In 

this technique, the radioactive isotopes were replaced by enzyme-labeled markers. 

The main advantages of EIA are the reduced health danger issues due to the non-

existence of radioactivity with concurrent high specificity (Kunkel 1991). Based on the 

technique, EIAs can also be differentiated into competitive and non-competitive 

assays and homogenous and heterogenous assays (Davies 2013). In homogenous 
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assays, the amount of product produced depends on the extent of immune complex 

reaction. The activity of the enzyme is changed by binding the enzyme-labelled 

ligand to the antibody and both reactions can take place concurrently in the same 

solution (Engvall and Perlmann 1971, Engvall 2010, Davies 2013, Weeks et al. 

2013). By contrast, the enzymatic activity is not coupled with the immune reaction in 

heterogeneous assays. Thus, the bound and free reactants must be separated by a 

washing step, also called bound-free separation (Davies 2013). The advantages of 

this technique are the broad range of molecule sizes which can be measured and the 

removal of potentially interfering substances from the matrix before the start of the 

quantification step and, thereby, increasing the sensitivity of the assay (Engvall and 

Perlmann 1971, Engvall 2010, Aydin 2015). The most well-known heterogeneous 

EIA is probably the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (Engvall and 

Perlmann 1971). Enzymes in ELISA are, for example, alkaline phosphatase or 

horseradish peroxidase, used to convert a substrate which is most often a 

chromogen, a normally colorless molecule, into a colored end product (Weeks et al. 

2013, Aydin 2015). Thus, the color intensity of the end product is measured as 

absorbance in optical density with a spectrophotometer (Weeks et al. 2013). The 

measued absorbance measured directly and proportionally reflects the amount of the 

enzyme converted substrate and is directly proportional to the amount of antigen 

captured (Engvall and Perlmann 1971, Engvall 2010, Aydin 2015).  

Another frequently used EIA technique is based on chemiluminescence and the 

detection of light emitted by a chemical reaction (Weeks et al. 2013). The simple 

colorimetric detection method in these chemiluminescence immunoassays (CLIA) is 

changed to detection luminescence (Dudley 1990, Kricka 1991). Based on an 

initiated chemical reaction, one of the reaction products yielded in an electronically 

excited state produces light on falling to the ground state (Jandreski 1998). Luminol, 

acridinium esters, peroxyoxalates, dioxetanes or tris(2,2'bipyridyl)ruthenium(II) can 

be used as chemiluminescent labels (Weeks et al. 2013). Whereas luminol and other 

derivates need a catalyzer for the reaction, firstly, complicating the procedure and, 

secondly, potentially impairing the further light-emitting reaction, reagents such as 

acridinium esters do not need catalyzers and, thereby, accelerate the process. 
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Therefore, acridinium esters are most often used in CLIAs (Weeks et al. 2013). The 

sensitivity of CLIAs is appreciably higher compared to other methods measuring 

optical density (Kricka 1991, Jandreski 1998, Wild 2013) and, in contrast to, for 

example, reagents from RIA, most chemiluminescent reagents and conjugates are 

stable for long periods. Furthermore, there are no health concerns reported for the 

chemiluminescent reagents (Kricka 1991). Additional benefits from economical points 

of views are the relatively low amounts of reagents required compared to other EIA 

methods and, therefore, the reduced costs. Moreover, most of the CLIA systems are 

widely available and many of them run on automated platforms, which further 

simplifies operations in routine diagnostic laboratories. Currently, all the methods 

described have been used to quantify insulin in human and animal specimens. 

However, CLIA analyses are probably used most frequently based on their relative 

advantages compared to the other methods. In addition to analysis using 

immunoassay methods, insulin can also be quantified by utilizing liquid 

chromatography and high-resolution/high-accuracy mass spectrometry (LC-MS), 

which is often considered to be the gold standard for quantification. Several studies 

using LC-MS reported a convincing accuracy and analytical sensitivity in the 

detection of insulin (Chen et al. 2013; Van Der Gugten et al. 2016). 

2.4 QUANTIFICATION OF EQUINE INSULIN BASED ON 
IMMUNOASSAYS  

Most immunoassays used in veterinary medicine for analyzing insulin concentrations 

in equine serum or plasma samples were originally designed for human diagnostics 

and research. In contrast to most laboratory species, specific immunoassays for the 

quantification of equine insulin based on antibodies directed against epitopes of the 

equine insulin are not commercially available. Nevertheless, multiple assays have 

been released and advertised to be species-specific.  

Initially, a human-specific RIA (Coat-a-Count Insulin RIA, Siemens Medical Solutions) 

has been intensively validated for use in horses (Freestone et al. 1991; Tinworth et 

al. 2009) and was used frequently in several research studies (Eiler et al. 2005; 
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Frank et al. 2006) and in clinical settings and for diagnostic purposes in veterinary 

laboratories.  

Several studies have been performed since to evaluate different commercially 

available immunoassays for the quantification of equine insulin (Öberg et al. 2011; 

Tinworth et al. 2011; Borer-Weir et al. 2012; Banse et al. 2014; Carslake et al. 2017). 

Striking differences in the insulin concentrations measured have been detected when 

various assays were compared. Banse et al. (2014) compared the previously well 

validated human-specific RIA (Coat-a-Count Insulin RIA, Siemens Medical Solutions) 

with a commercially available human-specific CLIA (IMMULITE 1000, Siemens 

Medical Solutions) for the measurement of equine insulin and reported that both 

methods had poor concordance. By contrast, Carslake et al. (2017) defined a CLIA 

(IMMULITE 2000, Siemens Medical Solutions) as a highly repeatable assay which is 

suitable for within and between horse comparisons in a retrospective study 

comparing results supplied by the new assay with the old RIA data (Coat-a-Count 

Insulin RIA, Siemens Medical Solutions). However, the authors mentioned that at 

concentrations commonly used for the diagnosis of ID (  100 μIU/mL), results from 

the CLIA (IMMULITE 2000, Siemens Medical Solutions) tended to be lower than from 

the previously well validated human-specific RIA (Coat-a-Count Insulin RIA, Siemens 

Medical Solutions). Furthermore, Tinworth (2011) found missing concordance 

between methods when comparing six commercially available assays used for 

quantifying equine insulin. Out of the six assays investigated, only two performed 

satisfactorily: The human-specific RIA already mentioned previously (Coat-a-Count 

Insulin RIA, Siemens Medical Solutions) and the equine-optimized porcine-specific 

ELISA (Equine insulin ELISA, Mercodia AB). However, the RIA only performed 

satisfactorily after modification of the dilution procedure by using a charcoal-stripped 

equine plasma instead of the assay buffer provided by the manufacturer. 

Nevertheless, they reported missing accordance and weak correlations for the two 

immunoassays relative to the LC-MS measurements. It should be noted that the LC-

MS techniques used required specific sample preparation with previous antibody-

antigen binding processes which might have impaired the results and the technology 

(Tinworth et al. 2011). Similar to human medicine, the LC-MS technology has 
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previously been used in equid, although to analyze equine urine and plasma samples 

for insulin in the context of doping issues instead of routine clinical diagnostics (Ho et 

al. 2008, 2011). Borer-Weir et al. (2012) reported a good agreement between the 

human-specific RIA (Coat-a-Count Insulin RIA, Siemens Medical Solutions) and 

equine-optimized porcine-specific ELISA (Equine Insulin ELISA, Mercodia AB) for 

samples containing concentrations of less than 175 μIU/mL but further highlighted 

important complications and missing accordance when high insulin concentrations 

measured in samples were evaluated and compared.  

2.5 CLINICAL STANDARDS AND VALIDATION OF IMMUNOASSAYS 
IN VETERINARY CLINICAL PATHOLOGY 

The accuracy of laboratory methods is crucial to ensure safe and reliable diagnostic 

procedures based on clinical pathology parameters (American Society for Clinical 

Veterinary Pathology 2009, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Food 

and Drug Administration 2018). Minor test variability is highly consequential because 

inaccurate test results with subtle differences in parameter concentration levels might 

indicate clinically important disease-mediated changes. However, hormones are 

present in very low concentrations (10 11 to 10 9 M) in contrast to other routinely 

determined clinical chemistry parameters that are generally present at much higher 

concentrations (10 5 to 10 3 M). Therefore, laboratory analyses of hormones can 

generally be challenging (Haddad et al. 2019) and often requires more complex and, 

based on the low concentrations, very sensitive analytical methods compared to 

clinical chemistry analyses. In 2009, the American Society for Clinical Veterinary 

Pathology (ASCVP) published guidelines and recommendations for appropriate 

assay validation used for veterinary medicine. These guidelines focus on the 

assessment of accuracy, linearity, analytical range, precision, lower limit of detection 

(LLOD) and functional sensitivity (American Society for Clinical Veterinary Pathology 

2009). Accuracy and determination of analytical range are defined based on linearity 

(Lee et al. 2006, Andreasson et al. 2015, U.S. Department of Health and Human 

Services, Food and Drug Administration 2018). Accuracy describes the relationship 

of the average measured value to the true value (Lee et al. 2006, U.S. Department of 
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Health and Human Services, Food and Drug Administration 2018). The difference 

between both is stated as bias and may be proportional if the assay reads a constant 

percentage higher or lower than the true value or constant if the assay reads a 

constant concentration higher or lower than the true value (American Society for 

Clinical Veterinary Pathology 2009, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 

Food and Drug Administration 2018). The linearity is defined as the proportional 

signal between the analyte concentration and the signal detected (Christenson and 

Duh 2012, Lee et al. 2006). This linearity should be assessed from low to high 

analyte concentrations and in serial dilution steps to prove consistent performance. 

This allows the detection of LLOD and upper limit of detection, representing 

concentration limits, which require further sample preparation as dilutions (U.S. 

Department of Health and Human Services, Food and Drug Administration 2018). 

The sensitivity is defined as the lowest measurable concentration of the analyte that 

can still be safely differentiated from the blank (International Organization for 

Standardization 1994). The LLOD describes the analytical sensitivity and is 

calculated as the mean of the blank or zero calibrator plus two or three standard 

deviations and crucial for describing an assay’s performance (International 

Organization for Standardization 1994, Lee et al. 2006). Values close to the 

calculated limits are not particularly reliable. In contrast to the analytical sensitivity, 

the functional sensitivity of the assay is calculated as the lowest concentration for 

which the coefficient of variation (CV) is less than 20 % (Davies 2013) or the mean of 

the lowest spiked sample with a CV less than 20 % (American Society for Clinical 

Veterinary Pathology 2009). To cover the range of clinically relevant concentrations, 

the assay’s analytical range should be appropriate and at least six standards for 

calculation of an appropriate standard curve are recommended (Valentin et al. 2011). 

Selectivity of the assay can be checked by the measurement of recovery (Lee et al. 

2006, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Food and Drug 

Administration 2018). Therefore, the measured increase in concentration is divided 

by the predicted increase in concentration and multiplied by 100. Recovery should be 

assessed in samples containing high analyte concentrations (U.S. Department of 

Health and Human Services, Food and Drug Administration 2018). If not available, 
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the samples can be spiked with a standard in order to cover a broader range of the 

concentration. However, in this case, the samples dilution should not exceed 10 % to 

avoid impaired sample matrix. The concentration of the analyte should cover the 

clinically relevant concentration range for recovery studies (American Society for 

Clinical Veterinary Pathology 2009). Clinical practice samples containing high 

concentrations of the analyte may require dilution if the analytical range of the assay 

does not fit properly. This is especially important in terms of analyses from samples 

with marked differences between the basal or resting concentrations and analyte 

concentrations provoked under stimulated or inhibited conditions. Therefore, dilution 

of samples is often necessary and a common issue. The recovery upon dilution can 

be estimated to detect potential interference with the dilution procedure (Lee et al. 

2006). The dilution of the sample should lie parallel to the calibration curve and 

parallelism should be checked across the working range of the assay (Lee et al. 

2006, Davies 2013, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Food and Drug 

Administration 2018). However, dilution of samples can be challenging if the dilution 

medium does not fit with the sample matrix. In these cases, charcoal-stripped serum 

or plasma can improve assay performance with diluted samples (American Society 

for Clinical Veterinary Pathology 2009). The assay precision describes the 

repeatability of an analytical technique and can be calculated as imprecision, an 

estimate of the error in an analytical technique (International Organization for 

Standardization 1994, Andreasson et al. 2015). Imprecision can be defined by the 

calculation of the CV and, thereby, reflects the random error (Findlay et al. 2000). 

The standard deviation of all measures is divided by the mean and multiplied by 100 

to calculate the CV (Jensen and Kjelgaard-Hansen 2006). Within-run precision 

describes variations within a single run of the assay and is calculated as intra-assay 

CV. The intra-assay CV should be calculated on 20 replicates of one sample within a 

single run of the assay. The CV normally increases with very low or very high analyte 

concentrations (Davies 2013). Therefore, replicates of at least three samples 

covering the analytical range of the assay should be performed. Between-run 

precision is based on the calculation of inter-assay CVs. Therefore, the same sample 

should be measured on different runs of the assay. The intra- and inter-assay CV 
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should not generally exceed 25 % (Valentin et al. 2011). Despite many other assay-

specific characteristics, the antibody specificity is essential for an appropriate 

performance. The assay specificity describes the ability of an antibody to produce a 

measurable response only for the analyte of interest (International Organization for 

Standardization 1994, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Food and 

Drug Administration 2018, Davies 2013). Samples can be spiked with proteins with a 

similar structure to the targeted analyte and checked for recovery and, thereby, 

assess cross-reactivity to test specificity. However, it is important to consider that 

cross-reactivity may vary across the assay range. An assay’s antibody specificity 

might be different based on the usage of polyclonal, monoclonal or recombinant 

antibodies (Davies 2013, Liddell 2013). Furthermore, specificity should be assessed 

in clinical concentration ranges and on supraphysiological levels. Recovery is 

generally considered to be adequate if accuracy is 70–130 % compared to unspiked 

samples and CV is < 25 % (Valentin et al. 2011). Furthermore, the assay should be 

tested for potential interference or matrix effects caused by other components of the 

sample except the specific analyte to be quantified (American Society for Clinical 

Veterinary Pathology 2009, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Food 

and Drug Administration 2018). Several substances, such as bilirubin, hemoglobin or 

lipids, can interfere with assay performance and impair results (Dimeski 2008).  

Comparison among assays or especially comparison of a new method against a 

previously established method can be challenging. It is recommended to use at least 

40 samples, covering the working range of the assay (American Society for Clinical 

Veterinary Pathology 2009). Mathematical and statistical evaluation and comparison 

should include Bland-Altman analyses as well as correlation and regression 

analyses. However, correlation analyses only test whether the two methods are 

associated and do not describe the degree of agreement. In principle, low 

correlations can be improved by increasing the sample size but indicate 

discrepancies between the assays investigated and preclude interchangeable use of 

both (Stockl et al. 1998). If correlation analyses are sufficient, further regression 

analysis provides additional information. Least square or Deming regression 

analyses may provide more reliable information than simple correlation or linear 
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regression. They can be used to determine whether constant or proportional 

systematic errors occur. Proportional error is interpreted by the slope and is indicated 

by a slope 1. By contrast, constant error is indicated by the intercept 1 (Stockl et al. 

1998). Significant systematic errors preclude the interchangeable usage of both 

assays and may complicate clinical usage. Particularly from a clinician’s point of 

view, diagnostic consequences such as the discordance of analyte concentrations 

with previously defined references ranges due to a disagreement of assays can be 

challenging (Haeckel and Wosniok 2004). 
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3 SCOPE OF THE THESIS – HYPOTHESIS AND AIMS 

The objective of this research project was firstly to evaluate quantification of equine 

insulin under consideration of clinical demands and conditions and secondly to 

optimize assessment of equine ID and IR by a combination of appropriate dynamic 

diagnostic testing and quantification of equine insulin with reliable immunoassay 

methods. 

Hypotheses: 

1. Equine insulin concentrations measured with different immunoassays will differ 

significantly.  

2. Dynamic diagnostic testing with OGT and analysis of blood samples with an 

appropriate immunoassay provides reliable assessment of equine ID.  

3. Selection of immunoassay influences results and interpretation of OGT and 

CGIT. 

The aims of the study:  

1. The first aim of this study was to re-validate an equine-optimized insulin 

ELISA. 

2. The second aim of the study was to compare three immunoassays frequently 

used for the analyses of equine insulin and to test their clinical applicability in 

assessing ID in basal blood samples and blood samples obtained during 

standard dosed OGT via naso-gastric tubing. 

3. The third aim of the study was to describe variations in insulin responses to 

standard dosed OGT via naso-gastric tubing and to provide a clinical useful 

cut-off value for ID when using the insulin quantification with the equine-

optimized insulin ELISA. 
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4. The fourth aim of the study was to compare two frequently used 

immunoassays for the analyses of endogenous equine insulin or exogenous 

non-equine insulin in two large cohorts of blood samples obtained from OGT 

to diagnose ID and from CGIT procedure to diagnose tissue IR.  
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4 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

4.1 ANIMALS AND SAMPLES  
4.1.1 PART I  

In the first part of the study, 40 blood samples from seventeen horses and ponies 

were used for comparison of immunoassays. Horses and ponies were of different 

breeds. The mean age was 14 ± 6 years and the mean weight 478 ± 179 kg. 

Samples were collected under basal fasted conditions as well as stimulated 

conditions during OGT with provoked hyperinsulinemia. Blood samples were 

collected via jugular vein catheter (EquiCathTM Fastflow, Braun Vet Care GmbH, 

Tuttlingen, Germany or Intraflon 12 G, Vygon SA, Ecouen, France), transferred into 

plain tubes for serum preparation (Vacuette® Greiner Bio One, Frickenhausen, 

Germany) and were incubated at room temperature for 60 min, centrifuged at 3000 x 

g for 6 min and serum was stored at 80 °C. Prior to analyses samples were thawed 

once and split into different aliquots and were re-frozen until analysis (see 5 

Manuscript I, Methods, Animals and Samples, page 35).  

4.1.2 PART II 

In the second part of the study, blood samples from 56 horses and ponies were used 

for analyses of insulin responses after glycemic challenge during OGT procedure. 

Included horses and ponies were 23 warmblood horses, 19 Icelandic horses, 5 

Shetland ponies and 9 ponies of various breeds. There were 26 mares, 25 geldings 

and 5 stallions with a mean age of 15 ± 6 years and mean weight of 473 ± 136 kg. 

Blood samples were collected via jugular vein catheter (EquiCathTM Fastflow, Braun 

Vet Care GmbH, Tuttlingen, Germany or Intraflon 12 G, Vygon SA, Ecouen, France), 

transferred into plain tubes for serum preparation (Vacuette® Greiner Bio One, 

Frickenhausen, Germany), incubated at room temperature for 60 min, centrifuged at 

1000 x g for 6 min, were aliquoted and stored at  80 °C until further analysis (see 6. 

Manuscript II, page 48). 
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4.1.3 PART III 

In the third part of the study, 268 blood samples obtained during PO glycemic 

challenge performed by OGT and during IV challenge test performed by CGIT have 

been collcted from nine healthy warmblood breed horses. There were five mares, two 

geldings and two stallions. The mean age was 16±7.8 years and the mean weight 

539±68 kg. Blood samples were collected via jugular vein catheter (EquiCathTM 

Fastflow, Braun Vet Care GmbH, Tuttlingen, Germany or Intraflon 12 G, Vygon SA, 

Ecouen, France), placed into plain tubes for serum preparation (Vacuette® Greiner 

Bio One, Frickenhausen, Germany), incubated at room temperature for 60 min, 

centrifuged at 1000 x g for 6 min, were aliquoted and stored at 80°C until further 

analysis (see 7. Manuscript III, page 56–57). 

4.2 IMMUNOASSAYS 
4.2.1 RADIOIMMUNOASSAY (RIA) 

Sample analyses by RIA were performed using a porcine-specific insulin RIA 

(Porcine Insulin RIA, Millipore, St. Charles, MO, USA) (see 5 Manuscript I, Methods, 

Assays, page 35–36).  

4.2.2 IMMUNORADIOMETRIC ASSAY (IRMA) 

Sample analyses by IRMA were performed using a human-specific IRMA (Insulin(e) 

IRMA KIT, Beckman Coulter, Prague, Czech Republic). (see 7 Manuscript III, 

Materials and Methods, Insulin analyses, page 57–58). 

4.2.3 ENZYME-LINKED IMMUNOSORBENT ASSAY (ELISA) 

Sample analyses by ELISA were performed using an equine-optimized porcine-

specific insulin ELISA (Equine Insulin ELISA, Mercodia AB, Uppsala, Sweden) (see 5 

Manuscript I, Methods, Assays, page 35–36 and 7 Manuscript III, Materials and 

Methods, Insulin analyses, page 57–58). 
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4.2.4 CHEMILUMINESCENCE IMMUNOASSAY (CLIA) 

Sample analyses by CLIA were performed using a human-specific insulin CLIA 

(ADVIA Centaur XP Insulin Assay, Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics GmbH, 

Eschborn, Germany) (see 5 Manuscript I, Methods, Assays, page 35–36). 

4.3 DIAGNOSTIC TESTS FOR ASSESSMENT OF ID AND IR 
4.3.1 ORAL GLUCOSE TEST (OGT) 

For implementation of OGT 1 g/kg BW glucose powder (Glukose, WDT, Garbsen, 

Germany) dissolved in two liters water was administered by naso-gastric tubing. 

Blood samples were collected via jugular vein catheter (EquiCathTM Fastflow, Braun 

Vet Care GmbH, Germany or Intraflon 12 G, Vygon SA, Ecouen, France) (see 5 

Manuscript I, Methods, Animals and samples, page 35; 6 Manuscript II, page 48; 7 

Manuscript III, Materials and Methods, Animals and Samples, page 57–58) 

4.3.2 COMBINED INSULIN GLUCOSE TEST (CGIT) 

For implementation of the CGIT two intravenous indwelling catheters (EquiCathTM 

Fastflow, Braun Vet Care GmbH, Germany) were aseptically implanted in each 

jugular vein of the horses. One catheter was used for administration of glucose 

solution and insulin, whereas the second one was used for the collection of blood 

samples for three hours. The CGIT was performed by IV injection of 150 mg/kg BW 

glucose solution (Glucose 500 mg/mL, B. Braun Melsungen AG, Germany) within 1 

minute, immediately followed by injection of 0.1 IU/kg BW porcine zinc-insulin 

(Caninsulin® 40 I.E./ml, MSD, Unterschleißheim, Germany) and 20 mL saline 

solution (NaCl; 0,9 %; B. Braun Melsungen AG, Germany) to flush the catheter. (see 

7 Manuscript III, Materials and Methods, Animals and Samples, page 56–57) 

4.4 STATISTICS 
4.4.1 PART I 

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Prism, 

Version 6.02 for Windows, GraphPad Inc. La Jolla, CA, USA). The Shapiro-Wilk 
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normality test was used to assess the normality of data distribution. Wilcoxon 

matchedpairs signed rank test, Spearman correlation and Deming regression 

analyses were used to compare results from different assays and to verify 

relationships between the three methods. Bland-Altman analysis was performed to 

calculate method-dependent bias and limits of agreements. Wilcoxon matched-pairs 

signed rank test was also used to examine the effect of repeated freezing and 

thawing on the stability of equine insulin. Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05. 

(see 5 Manuscript I, Methods, Statistics and calculations, page 36–37). 

4.4.2 PART II 

Statistical analysis was performed in R 3.4.0.6 (R version 3.4.0, The R Foundation 

for Statistical Computing). Data analysis was performed using a model based 

clustering method provided by the mclust R-package in combination with a scaled 

singular value decomposition (SVD) projection for improved initialization. Two 

clusters retained by the mclust algorithm with improved initialization relate to another. 

The separation line between the two clusters at 120 min was at 105 μIU/mL insulin. 

The pseudomedian with 95% confidence interval for both clusters as estimated from 

the Hodges-Lehmann estimator. For calculation of the cut-off value the 97.5% 

quantile of the cluster 1 was used (see 6 Manuscript II, page 48–49).  

4.4.3 PART III 

Data analysis and statistics were performed using GraphPad Prism software (version 

7.02; GraphPad Inc. La Jolla, CA, USA). Data was tested for normality using Shapiro-

Wilk normality test. Wilcoxon signed rank test, Spearman correlation and Deming 

regression analyses were used to compare results from different assays to evaluate 

relationships between the both methods. Bland-Altman analysis was performed to 

calculate method-dependent bias and 95 % limits of agreement between both 

methods. Repeated measures two-way ANOVA with Sidak´s multiple comparisons test 

was performed to compare results supplied by RIA and ELISA in OGT and CGIT over 

the testing period. Statistical significance was accepted when p<0.05 (see 7 

Manuscript III, Materials and Methods, Data analyses and Statistics, page 58). 
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Abstract 

Background: Exact analysis of equine insulin in blood samples is the key element 

for assessing insulin resistance or insulin dysregulation in horses. However, previous 

studies indicated marked differences in insulin concentrations obtained from sample 

analyses with different immunoassays. Most assays used in veterinary medicine are 

originally designed for use in human diagnostics and are based on antibodies 

directed against human insulin, although amino acid sequences between equine and 

human insulin differ. Species-specific assays are being used more frequently and 

seem to provide advantages compared to human-specific assays. The aim of this 

study was to compare three immunoassays, one porcine-specific insulin 

enzymelinked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), advertised to be specific for equine 

insulin, one porcine-specific insulin radioimmunoassay (RIA) and one human-specific 

insulin chemiluminescence immunoassay (CLIA), all three widely used in veterinary 

laboratories for the analysis of equine insulin. Furthermore, we tested their clinical 

applicability in assessing insulin resistance and dysregulation by analysis of basal 

blood and blood samples obtained during a dynamic diagnostic stimulation test 

(OGT) with elevated insulin concentrations. 

Results: Insulin values obtained from the ELISA, RIA and CLIA, investigated for 

analyses of basal blood samples differed significantly between all three assays. 

Analyses of samples obtained during dynamic diagnostic stimulation testing with 

consecutively higher insulin concentrations revealed significantly (p < 0.001) lower 

insulin concentrations supplied by the CLIA compared to the ELISA. However, values 

measured by ELISA were intermediate and not different to those measured by RIA. 

Calculated recovery upon dilution, as a marker for assay accuracy in diluted 

samples, was 98 ± 4 % for ELISA, 160 ± 41 % for RIA and 101 ± 11 % for CLIA. 

Conclusions: Our results indicate that insulin concentrations of one sample 

measured by different methods vary greatly and should be interpreted carefully. 

Consideration of the immunoassay method and reliable assay-specific reference 

ranges are of particular importance especially in clinical cases where small changes 
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in insulin levels can cause false classification in terms of insulin sensitivity of horses 

and ponies. 
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Abstract

Background: Exact analysis of equine insulin in blood samples is the key element for assessing insulin resistance
or insulin dysregulation in horses. However, previous studies indicated marked differences in insulin concentrations
obtained from sample analyses with different immunoassays. Most assays used in veterinary medicine are originally
designed for use in human diagnostics and are based on antibodies directed against human insulin, although
amino acid sequences between equine and human insulin differ. Species-specific assays are being used more
frequently and seem to provide advantages compared to human-specific assays. The aim of this study was to
compare three immunoassays, one porcine-specific insulin enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), advertised
to be specific for equine insulin, one porcine-specific insulin radioimmunoassay (RIA) and one human-specific insulin
chemiluminescence immunoassay (CLIA), all three widely used in veterinary laboratories for the analysis of equine
insulin. Furthermore, we tested their clinical applicability in assessing insulin resistance and dysregulation by analysis
of basal blood and blood samples obtained during a dynamic diagnostic stimulation test (OGT) with elevated insulin
concentrations.

Results: Insulin values obtained from the ELISA, RIA and CLIA, investigated for analyses of basal blood samples differed
significantly between all three assays. Analyses of samples obtained during dynamic diagnostic stimulation testing with
consecutively higher insulin concentrations revealed significantly (p < 0.001) lower insulin concentrations supplied by
the CLIA compared to the ELISA. However, values measured by ELISA were intermediate and not different to those
measured by RIA. Calculated recovery upon dilution, as a marker for assay accuracy in diluted samples, was 98 ± 4 %
for ELISA, 160 ± 41 % for RIA and 101 ± 11 % for CLIA.

Conclusions: Our results indicate that insulin concentrations of one sample measured by different methods vary
greatly and should be interpreted carefully. Consideration of the immunoassay method and reliable assay-specific
reference ranges are of particular importance especially in clinical cases where small changes in insulin levels can
cause false classification in terms of insulin sensitivity of horses and ponies.
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Background
The equine metabolic syndrome (EMS) has attracted
increasing attention in equine veterinary practice in
recent years and is becoming more common due to
today’s horse husbandry and feeding practices. Different
diagnostic tests to determine dysregulation of glucose
and insulin homeostasis in horses are currently used to
diagnose EMS. Tests are based on quantitative measures
either of basal serum insulin concentration in fasted and
non-fasted horses or of increased insulin concentration
stimulated by oral [1, 2] or intravenous [3] dynamic
diagnostic tests. Complex hyperinsulinaemic euglycae-
mic clamp (HEC) tests, which were considered to be
the gold standard for assessment of insulin resistance
(IR) [4], were usually reserved to research approaches
due to their complex and expensive implementation.
High insulin indicative of IR or insulin dysregulation (ID)
in EMS horses is one of the features associated with this
metabolic disorder [5]. Exact pathophysiology resulting in
IR is not known to date. Several hypothesis leading to the
clinical signs have been discussed in literature. Increased
insulin degradation or neutralization, decreased binding of
insulin to its receptor, as well as impaired downstream
signaling were described. Whereas the term IR used in
context with EMS is mainly characterized by reduced
tissue response of insulin-dependent tissues the newly
introduced term ID is used to describe in summary
abnormalities of insulin metabolism [5]. Therefore, an
exact quantification of insulin by laboratory analysis is
the most important and challenging step to diagnose
EMS-related changes in insulin regulation. Several im-
munoassay methods for the quantification of insulin in
equine serum or plasma samples are commercially avail-
able. However, due to the use of different methods for
quantifying equine insulin, discrepancies between results
obtained from different studies have occurred [6, 7]. Since
no assay with a specific antibody against equine insulin
is available, most of the commercial immunoassays are
based on antibodies directed against human or non-
equine insulin. Only one enzyme-linked immunosorb-
ent assay (ELISA) advertised by the manufacturer as
being specific for measuring equine insulin is commer-
cially available1, and this is based on anti-porcine insu-
lin antibodies. This assay has been validated for use in
horses [8] and has already been used successfully in
several studies [9, 10].
The aim of our study was to compare the results of

this equine-optimized porcine-specific ELISA with re-
sults obtained from a radioimmunoassay2 (RIA) and a
chemiluminescence immunoassay3 (CLIA) for measure-
ments of equine insulin in serum samples. Further-
more, the second aim of the study was to evaluate the
applicability of the three assays for samples obtained
from horses and ponies under fasted conditions and

from horses and ponies with stimulated insulin secre-
tion during diagnostic procedure.

Methods
Animals and samples
Forty blood serum samples were collected from seventeen
horses and ponies of different breeds, age (14 ± 6 years),
weight (478 ± 179 kg) and body condition score (6.8 ± 1.1)
to obtain samples with a broad range of insulin concen-
trations. Blood samples from healthy, university-owned
horses were collected during a study, which has been
approved by the ethics committee within the University
of Veterinary Medicine, Hannover, and the State Office
for Consumer Protection and Food Safety in accord-
ance with the German Animal Welfare Law (LAVES–
Reference number: 33.14 42502-04-13/1259). Blood sam-
ples from insulin dysregulated horses and ponies were col-
lected during routine diagnostic procedures in the Clinic
for Horses and informed consent was obtained from the
clients for publication. Blood samples were collected after
fasting the horses overnight (basal, n = 20), and addition-
ally after stimulation by an oral glucose testing (OGT,
n = 20) procedure [2]. OGT was carried out by adminis-
tering 1 g/kg btw glucose powder dissolved in two liters
water by naso-gastrical-tubation. Samples were collected
via jugular vein catheter, transferred into plain tubes4

for serum preparation and were incubated at room
temperature for 1 h, centrifuged at 3000 g for 6 min
and serum was stored at −80 °C. Prior to analyses sam-
ples were thawed once and split into different aliquots
containing the required volume for each assay. After-
wards, they were re-frozen and sent on dry ice to the
laboratories.

Assays
The porcine-specific insulin assay1 is a solid phase two-
side sandwich ELISA optimized for the quantification of
equine insulin in serum or plasma. It is based on mono-
clonal mouse anti-porcine insulin antibodies coupled to
plate and free monoclonal mouse anti-porcine insulin
antibody conjugate labeled with horseradish peroxidase.
Porcine insulin is used for calibrators to compute cali-
bration curve via cubic spline regression. The limit of
detection for this assay is 1.17 μIU/mL, but concentra-
tions of samples with absorbance below the lowest cali-
brator (2.34 μIU/mL) should not be calculated. Cross
reactivity of the assay is stated at 100 % for porcine insulin
and 22 % with human insulin (according to the manufac-
turer’s protocol) (Table 1).
For sample analysis by RIA, a porcine-specific one-site

insulin RIA2 was used. This assay is based on 125I-labeled
insulin and used guinea pig anti-porcine insulin antibodies
and goat anti-guinea pig IgG antibodies. Purified human
recombinant insulin preparations were used as standards

Warnken et al. BMC Veterinary Research  (2016) 12:196 Page 2 of 10
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for calibration. The manufacturer’s protocol referred to
the assay’s limit of linearity of 200 μIU/mL and recom-
mended diluting the samples which have greater con-
centrations with the assay buffer. The limit of detection
for this assay is 1.61 μIU/mL when 100 μl of sample is
used. The cross-reactivity of the assay is stated at 100 %
for porcine insulin, 100 % for human insulin and 90 % for
bovine insulin. No information about cross-reactivity for
equine insulin is given by the manufacturer. Measure-
ments with the RIA were performed by a commercial
veterinary endocrinology laboratory.
A human-specific insulin chemiluminescent immuno-

assay4 with two-site sandwich technique and direct chemi-
luminescent technology was used for the sample analysis
by CLIA. The assay is based on monoclonal mouse anti-
insulin antibodies and chemiluminescent detection with
monoclonal mouse anti-insulin antibodies labeled with
acridinium ester. The limit of detection of this assay is
0.5 μIU/mL and the measuring range is from 1.0 to 300
μIU/mL. No information about cross-reactivity for equine
insulin is given by the manufacturer. Measurements using
the CLIA were performed by a commercial veterinary
laboratory. Due to the fact that all tested assays use no
equine standards, all the assays only provide an approxi-
mation of equine insulin concentrations.

Revalidation of the equine-optimized porcine-specific
insulin ELISA
Intra-assay CV was calculated by division of the stand-
ard deviation by the corresponding mean of 15 replicates
of equine serum samples with low (mean: 2.34 μIU/mL)
and medium (mean: 108.81 μIU/mL) insulin concentra-
tions. Inter-assay CV was calculated by division of the
standard deviation by the corresponding mean of replicate
samples, each measured on 25 different plates. Commer-
cial controls5 with low (5.03 μIU/mL), medium (18.84
μIU/mL) and high (60.84 μIU/mL) insulin concentrations
(classifications according to manufacturer), and equine
serum samples with low (mean: 10.53 μIU/mL) and
medium (mean: 109.98 μIU/mL) insulin concentrations
were used for the calculation of concentration-dependent
inter-assay CVs. The recovery upon dilution (RUD) and
the linearity of dilution were calculated to prove accuracy.
A sample selected with a medium insulin concentration
(99.45 μIU/mL) was measurable without any dilution and

in five different dilution steps up to the 1:40 ratio dilution
within the calibration range of the assay. Sample buffer6

was used for dilution and at least 40 μl of the equine
serum sample.

Comparison of methods
Basal serum samples and simulated samples from the
OGT procedure were measured undiluted in all three
assays for comparison of methods. Moreover, stimulated
samples were additionally measured diluted in a ratio of
1:4 with sample buffer6 to calculate the RUD for each
assay to prove accuracy in the measurement of dilution
procedure. The RUD was calculated as a percentage re-
covery of the insulin concentration in the diluted sample
related to the corresponding undiluted samples. The RUD
analyses were performed without the knowledge of the
laboratories commissioned.

Stability of insulin after freezing, thawing and eight
weeks of storage
In order to investigate the effect of repeated freezing and
thawing on the stability of insulin in serum samples
measured by equine-optimized, porcine-specific ELISA,
33 samples were thawed, measured and refrozen at
−80 °C. Eight weeks later, samples were thawed at am-
bient temperature for 1 h and measured again. Samples
covering a broad range of insulin concentrations were
chosen to match the assay’s analytical range from 2.34
to 175.5 μIU/mL. The samples were subdivided into three
subgroups of low (3.51–15.21 μIU/mL), medium (30.42–
90.09 μIU/mL) and high (92.43–125.19 μIU/mL) concen-
trations with eleven samples in each subgroup.

Statistics and calculations
Data analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism soft-
ware7. The Shapiro-Wilk normality test was used to assess
the normality of data distribution. Wilcoxon matched-
pairs signed rank test, Spearman correlation and Deming
regression analyses were used to compare results from dif-
ferent assays and to verify relationships between the three
methods. In cases of assay-based non-detectable insulin
concentrations, the corresponding samples were excluded
from the statistics. Bland-Altman analysis was performed
to calculate method-dependent bias and limits of agree-
ments. Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test was also

Table 1 Information about the three assays examined for quantification of equine insulin

Assay Standards Primary antibody Second antibody

Mercodia Equine Insulin ELISA Porcine insulin Mouse monoclonal anti-porcine insulin Mouse monoclonal anti-porcine insulin
HRP-conjugate

Millipore Porcine Insulin RIA Human recombinant insulin Guinea pig anti-porcine insulin Goat anti-guinea pig IgG

Siemens ADVIA Centaur Insulin
Assay

-a Monoclonal mouse anti-insulin AE-conjugate Monoclonal mouse anti-insulin coupled
to paramagnetic particles

aNo information available
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used to examine the effect of repeated freezing and
thawing on the stability of equine insulin. Statistical sig-
nificance was set at p < 0.05.

Results
In re-validation experiments, intra-assay CV was 4.61 %
at low insulin concentrations (2.34 μIU/mL) and 1.91 % at
medium insulin concentrations (108.81 μIU/mL) using
the equine-specific insulin ELISA. The inter-assay CV
was 5.27 %, 3.24 % and 3.17 % for the low (reference
value 5.03 μIU/mL insulin), medium (reference value
18.84 μIU/mL insulin) and high (reference value 60.84
μIU/mL insulin) commercial controls, respectively. Inter-
assay CVs for equine serum samples were 7.34 % and
4.83 % for low (mean: 10.53 μIU/mL) and high concentra-
tions (mean: 109.98 μIU/mL), respectively. The RUD in
the first revalidation experiment was 95 % (range from 94
to 96 %), calculated in five dilution steps. The linearity
upon dilution was excellent (r2 = 0.9994; p < 0.0001),
showing a strong relationship between the calculated
and measured concentrations of the diluted samples
(Fig. 1).
The ELISA provided results within the analytical range

for 17 of 20 basal samples and for 11 of 20 stimulated
samples (Table 2). The analytical range of the assay was
from 2.34 to 175.5 μIU/mL (corresponding range in
μg/L: 0.02 to 1.5; conversion factor: 117), as stated by
the manufacturer. The mean RUD in samples analyzed
by ELISA was 98 ± 4 % (Fig. 2a).
The RIA supplied results for 19 basal samples and for

all 20 stimulated samples (Table 2). The analytical range
for the RIA was stated as 1.61 to 200.00 μIU/mL. The
RUD in the RIA analyses was 160 ± 41 % (Fig. 2b).

One of the stimulated samples from the OGT proced-
ure was not measureable within the analytical range
(1.0 to 300 μIU/mL) in the CLIA (reported as > 300
μIU/mL) (Table 2). The RUD in the CLIA analyses was
101 ± 11 % (Fig. 2c).
A comparison of the results provided by the three

methods of analysis of basal, fasted blood samples for
equine insulin indicated statistically significant differences
(Fig. 3). Results provided by the CLIA for basal blood
samples were significantly (p < 0.001) lower compared to
results supplied by ELISA or RIA (Fig. 3b, c). Further-
more, differences between ELISA and CLIA in stimulated
samples were statistically significant (Fig. 4b), whereas
results supplied by ELISA and RIA and RIA and CLIA
did not differ significantly (Fig. 4a, c). Despite these dif-
ferences between insulin concentrations measured by
ELISA, RIA and CLIA, Spearman correlations and Deming
regression analyses revealed significant correlations and
linear relations between all three assays tested (Fig. 5a–c).
Bland-Altman Plot analyses showed good agreement with
a small bias of −0.44 μIU/mL (95 % limits of agreement:
−18.12 to 18.99) comparing the results of ELISA and RIA
(Fig. 6a), whereas variations in the results supplied by
ELISA compared to CLIA (Fig. 6b; bias: 17.65 μIU/mL;
95 % limits of agreement: −13.92 to 49.22) and CLIA to
RIA (Fig. 6c; bias: −8.39 μIU/mL; 95 % limits of agreement:
−56.76 to 39.98) occurred. Additionally, the range of
variation between results from ELISA and CLIA and
between CLIA and RIA increased with elevated insulin
concentrations (Fig. 6b, c).
The average recovery rate of equine insulin in 33 samples

after one cycle of refreezing and thawing was 97 ± 17 %,
but the corresponding range of recovery stretched from
71 to 158 %. In total, insulin concentrations were signifi-
cantly (p = 0.0232) lower in the second measurement
(54.99 ± 40.95 μIU/mL) compared to the first (58.5 ± 43.29
μIU/mL). When samples were subdivided into concentra-
tion range groups of low (3.51–15.21 μIU/mL), medium
(30.42–90.09 μIU/mL) and high (92.43–125.19 μIU/mL)
concentrations, the range as well as the mean recovery be-
tween the three concentration ranges differed, but there
was no statistically significant difference between the first
and second measurement when samples were clustered
in subgroups depending on concentration. The mean

Fig. 1 Linearity upon dilution in porcine-specific insulin ELISA. Linear
regression analysis indicates best-fit line of Y = 0.9987 x – 0.7385
(r2 = 0.9994, P = < 0.0001)

Table 2 Information about the number of samples which were
measureable within the analytical ranges of the three assays
investigated, without previously dilution

Assay Number of samples

Basal, fasted samples Stimulated OGT samples

ELISA 17/20 11/20

RIA 19/20 20/20

CLIA 20/20 19/20
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recovery was 98 ± 16 % (range: 79 to 129 %) in the
low, 99 ± 24 % (range: 74 to 158 %) in the medium
and 92 ± 12 % (range: 71 to 107 %) in the high con-
centration group.

Discussion
Most immunoassays used in veterinary medicine for ana-
lyzing insulin concentrations in equine serum or plasma
samples were originally designed for human diagnostics
and research, and specific immunoassays for the quantifi-
cation of equine insulin are not commercially available. A
human-specific insulin radioimmunoassay8 was used in
a variety of equine studies [3, 11, 12] in which several
IR and ID diagnostic tests and related reference ranges
for plasma and serum insulin had been established.
Unfortunately, this assay is no longer available, thus,
there is an urgent need to reevaluate the reference ranges
established on analyses from samples measured with other
approaches for measuring insulin.

Reproducibility, recovery upon dilution and measuring
range of assays
The CVs calculated for the ELISA showed that insulin
concentration-dependent differences in CVs occurred and

that the CVs calculated by the use of equine serum sam-
ples were higher than the CVs stated in the manufacturer’s
protocol. Very high or low insulin concentrations could
not be detected by all assays due to the various analytical
ranges of the assays. Therefore, as samples vary greatly in
insulin concentration when obtained in fasted conditions
or in dynamic diagnostic tests with induced insulin secre-
tion, selection of an assay with an appropriate analytical
range is important for the detection of very high or low
insulin concentrations. Moreover, our results show that
samples with high insulin concentrations, similar to those
that can occur in patients with IR or ID, needed to be di-
luted in some cases to obtain results. Although the ELISA
offered the smallest analytical range of the three assays
tested, its excellent RUD results enabled the coverage of a
broad range of insulin concentrations. Using this ELISA
allowed valid measurements of earlier diluted samples of
dynamic diagnostic tests. By contrast, using the RIA, all
samples could be measured without dilution in the analyt-
ical range of the assay. However, RUD experiments did
not provide satisfactory results. In a substantial amount of
samples, too high insulin concentrations were obtained
for the diluted samples compared to the corresponding
undiluted samples. The CLIA offered the widest analytical

Fig. 2 Recovery upon dilution (RUD) of equine insulin in the three assays investigated: a ELISA (98 ± 4 %), b RIA (160 ± 41 %) and c CLIA (101 ± 11 %).
The RUD was calculated as percentage recovery of the insulin concentration in the 1:4 diluted sample related to the corresponding undiluted sample.
Samples were diluted with commercially available sample buffer6

Fig. 3 Insulin concentrations measured in basal, fasted blood samples by ELISA, RIA and CLIA. Data were analyzed by Wilcoxon matched-pairs
rank test. a ELISA and RIA (n = 17) b ELISA and CLIA (n =1 7) c RIA and CLIA (n = 20). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001
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range when compared to the other two assays, but also
could not measure all high insulin concentration samples.
This assay, similar to the ELISA, exhibited good RUD
results, leading to the conclusion that appropriate dilution
of samples in this assay do not falsify results.

Dilution buffers
We used commercially available sample buffer6 to dilute
the samples in this study. This buffer was designed for
use in the ELISA investigated. Öberg and colleagues [8]
evaluated the RUD and linearity of dilution in this
ELISA with physiologic saline as a dilution medium in
four dilution steps and found similar results regarding
linearity, but poorer RUD of 92 to 122 %. Dilution of
serum samples with zero calibrator provided in the
ELISA yielded higher recovery rates of 102.4 ± 20.5 % in
another study [13]. Therefore, dilution of samples with
the manufacturer’s commercially available sample buffer6

seems to improve results obtained from diluted samples
in this assay. Tinworth and colleagues [6] recommended
that samples with high insulin concentrations which re-
quired dilution should be diluted with charcoal stripped
equine plasma instead of the manufacturer’s diluent in
order to improve results obtained by analysis with a hu-
man-specific insulin RIA8 mentioned previously. One

limitation in our study is that all our samples have been di-
luted with commercially available sample buffer6 designed
for use in the equine-optimized, porcine-specific ELISA
and were then used in the different assays. Therefore,
results of this RUD analysis may also be impaired by in-
teractions of the dilution medium and assay compo-
nents. The RUD results may be improved by using an
appropriate method-dependent dilution medium.

Insulin molecule stability
The stability of insulin in blood samples is a commonly
discussed issue in both human and veterinary medicine.
Optimal pre-analytical handling of samples is essential
for valid analytical results, but is often not feasible in the
daily routine of an ambulatory practice. The recovery
range observed indicates quite variable results. Some of
the refrozen and thawed samples measured had a lower
insulin concentration in the second analysis, whereas
others had higher insulin concentrations. Parts of the
variations and effects between the first and second
measurement may be due to inter-assay variations, but,
as already presented, inter-assay CVs for low equine in-
sulin concentration samples and high insulin concen-
tration samples in the ELISA were within the generally
accepted variation range for immunoassays [14]. A study

Fig. 4 Insulin concentrations measured in stimulated blood samples from OGT procedure by ELISA, RIA and CLIA. Data were analyzed by
Wilcoxon matched-pairs rank test. a ELISA and RIA (n = 11) b ELISA and CLIA (n = 11) c RIA and CLIA (n = 19). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001

Fig. 5 Scatterplot of measurement results for basal and stimulated samples ELISA compared to a RIA and b CLIA. c Scatterplot of results supplied
by CLIA compared to RIA
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by Livesey and colleagues [15] indicated that repeated
thawing and freezing affected the insulin concentration
in human plasma samples collected during intravenous
glucose tolerance testing procedures. Insulin concentra-
tions had already declined after the first freezing and
thawing cycle and exhibited a continuous decline during
following freezing and thawing cycles. A more recent
study by Mechanic and colleagues [16] examined the ef-
fect of short-term refrigerated storage at ≤ −70 °C on insu-
lin in human blood samples and found no significant
effect in a time period of 72 h and also no significant effect
of delays in freezing following centrifugation 2 h post-
collection, whereas they observed declined insulin concen-
trations following delays in centrifugation. Furthermore,
repeated freezing and thawing of serum did not affect the
concentrations of insulin in serum samples from beagle
dogs [17]. Borer-Weier and colleagues [13] evaluated the
stability of equine insulin after freezing and thawing in
their study and showed similar results to our study, with
large ranges of differences in the samples analyzed with
human-specific RIA8 and a high-range porcine insulin
ELISA. One limitation in our study design, as well as in
other previous studies, was that serum insulin concentra-
tions were not measured directly after the sampling pro-
cedure, prior to first freezing, so the effect of the first,
initial freeze remains unknown. Taking into account the
variable effects of freezing and thawing on the insulin con-
centrations in the samples we analyzed, we recommend
that samples are not frozen and thawed any more than
necessary in order not to receive false results.

Conversion factors for insulin measures
Various conversion factors have been established in the
past due to the differences in insulin binding efficacy.
Data had to be converted from μg/L into the commonly
used SI unit μIU/mL to compare the results from ELISA
with results derived from RIA and CLIA. In previous
studies in which insulin analysis had been performed
with the equine-optimized porcine-specific ELISA, data
was either presented in μg/L [9, 10, 18] or converted into
mU/L [19]. In the latter case, conversion was performed

without an exact statement regarding the conversion
factor, which was suggested to be 10 in an earlier publica-
tion by the same author [9]. In addition, the factor 28.69
(1 μg/L = 28.69 for μIU/mL) [20] for the conversion of
human insulin was discussed. However, for the ELISA
used in our study, the cross-reactivity with the human
insulin molecule is only 22 %, as declared by the manu-
facturer. Therefore, the use of both factors for conver-
sion of the data generated by the equine-optimized,
porcine-specific ELISA might be questionable. Thus,
another equine-specific conversion factor (1 μg/L =
117 mU/L) was given by the manufacturer for this assay
[21] and was used for the calculation of data in our study.

Comparison of methods and assay insulin antibodies
Equine insulin has a lower molecular weight (5.748 kDa)
compared to human (5.808 kDa) and porcine insulin
(5.778 kDa) and consists of 51 amino acids. The equine
insulin differs from the human and porcine insulin mol-
ecule in the amino acid sequence [22, 23]. Even slight
differences in the amino acid sequences between species
and, thus, secondary structure can result in impaired
antibody binding and can, therefore, cause variations in
efficacy when measuring insulin by different immunoassay-
based methods. Comparing the results of converted
data, all three methods provided different insulin con-
centrations within the same samples. The CLIA results
observed in this study were markedly lower than the
results supplied by the ELISA and the RIA. Data ana-
lyses with Bland-Altman plots and Deming regression
analyses indicated that there was no constant systemic
error, meaning that one method measures consistently
higher or lower than the other ones. The ELISA sup-
plied higher insulin concentrations than the CLIA and
the difference between both methods even increased
with rising concentrations, indicating the presence of pro-
portional error. The CLIA also provided lower results
than the RIA for samples with concentrations under
100 μIU/mL, but when the concentration exceeded 100
μIU/mL, the CLIA supplied higher results for five sam-
ples compared to the RIA. These differences between

Fig. 6 Bland-Altman plot of average compared to difference a ELISA minus RIA (n = 28), b ELISA minus CLIA (n = 28) and c CLIA minus RIA (n = 39).
Dashed line = bias, pointed line = 95 % limits of agreements
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insulin concentration results provided by the three
assays may be caused by underlying antibodies used in
the different assays. The ELISA and the RIA were based
on antibodies directed against porcine insulin, which
differs in amino acid 9 of the A chain (glycine in equine
insulin and serine in porcine insulin), whereas human
and equine insulin differ in amino acid 9 on the A
chain and amino acid 30 of the B chain (alanine in
equine insulin and threonine in human insulin) [22].
Differences at amino acid 9 on the A chain are not consid-
ered to be important for biological activity, but changes in
amino acid 30 on the B chain were discussed to affect the
3D structure [23, 24]. Therefore, the markedly lower
results provided by the CLIA may be caused by a loss of
homology in this position and variation in 3D structure,
which may impair sufficient antigen-antibody binding by
steric interference. Furthermore, alterations in the anti-
genic epitope for the anti-human insulin antibody used
in the CLIA may cause insufficient antigen-antibody
binding. Variations in insulin concentrations, such as
occurred in our study, have already been described by
several authors for other assays and methods used fre-
quently. Tinworth and colleagues [6] compared the
equine-optimized, porcine-specific insulin ELISA and a
modified version of the human-specific RIA8 in their
investigations. Both assays gave different insulin con-
centration results for the same samples as well, and
underestimated the insulin concentration compared to
liquid chromatography and high-resolution/high-accuracy
mass spectrometry (LC-MS) [6]. The LC-MS provides
absolute amounts of insulin and could be assessed as a
gold standard to measure insulin concentrations in blood
samples. Due to a lack of LC-MS in our study, potential
over- or underestimation of the assays examined could
not be evaluated. Banse and colleagues [7] compared the
human-specific RIA8 with another commercially available
CLIA9 which is often used for the measurement of equine
insulin in both clinical practice and research. Both the
human-specific RIA8 and the CLIA9 resulted in poor re-
covery rates within each assay and showed poor accord-
ance. They, furthermore, examined the recovery of equine
insulin standard within both assays. The recovery rate was
poor in both assays, but the CLIA9 investigated showed
recovery rates of only up to 10 %. However, no equine in-
sulin standard was available in our experiments; therefore,
we could not examine the equine insulin standard recov-
ery in the three immunoassays investigated in this study.

Clinical relevance of valid insulin measures
The clinical relevance of result variation becomes obvious
when focusing on basal samples. According to the current
state in equine veterinary practice, analysis of basal samples
from fasted patients as a screening method for IR and ID
accounts for a large proportion of insulin measurements in

veterinary diagnostics. In veterinary practice, basal insulin
concentrations of 20 μIU/mL were stated as cut-off values
to distinguish between healthy and insulin-resistant or
insulin-dysregulated horses in the consensus statements
of the American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine
[12]. On closer inspection, this cut-off value was sug-
gested as being valid for sample analyses resting upon
the Coat-A-Count insulin radioimmunoassay8 (Siemens
Medical Solutions Diagnostics, Los Angeles, CA), Immu-
lite insulin solid-phase chemiluminescent assay9 (Siemens
Medical Solutions Diagnostics) and DSL-1600 insulin
radioimmunoassay (Diagnostic Systems Laboratory Inc,
Webster, TX) by the authors of the consensus state-
ment. However, this cut-off value is often used without
consideration of the underlying analysis method. Thus,
assay-dependent differences in the insulin concentra-
tion levels measured can cause false classification of
patients. Calculations of indices, which are based on
basal insulin and glucose concentrations for estimation
of IR, were used more commonly [25] and, therefore,
could result in false diagnosis of IR. Exact differenti-
ation between 15 and 30 μIU/mL may be very import-
ant for the interpretation of basal samples. In six of the
seventeen animals investigated, analysis of basal, fasted
blood samples by the three assays investigated led to differ-
ent classification as insulin-sensitive or insulin-dysregulated
depending on the data used. One of our samples illustrates
this problem. The CLIA supplied an insulin concentra-
tion of 7.8 μIU/mL, whereupon this horse is classified
as insulin-sensitive when considering the cut-off value
of 20 μIU/mL recommended by the American College
of Veterinary Internal Medicine. By contrast, ELISA
and RIA supplied insulin concentrations of 50.73 μIU/mL
and 46.53 μIU/mL, respectively, after which this horse is
classified as insulin-resistant or insulin-dysregulated on
the basis of basal, fasted blood analysis. Both commercial
laboratories we commissioned with the analyses of our
samples provided laboratory-specific reference values for
insulin in fasted serum blood samples of horses. The refer-
ence range stated for the RIA was < 20 μIU/mL in fasted
samples and was < 23.4 μIU/mL for the CLIA. These find-
ings indicate that even consideration of laboratory and
assay-specific reference ranges leads to different classifica-
tion of this horse, depending on the assay used to deter-
mine the basal, fasted blood insulin concentration. As a
consequence, independent of laboratory and assay-specific
reference ranges or cut-off values, a general harmonization
of equine insulin analyses is urgently required to allow ac-
curate and safe diagnosis of hyperinsulinemia as one of the
leading symptoms in horses suffering from EMS.

Conclusion
In conclusion, analyses of equine serum samples for insu-
lin with three different immunoassay methods revealed
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three different results for the same sample. Adjustment
of insulin measurements and methods is essential to
allow the consistence of information of several studies
and research approaches, enabling evidence-based cri-
teria to compare insulin concentrations consistently be-
tween assays, studies and laboratories. Since harmonization
is an interminable process, further assay comparison re-
search studies would be helpful to allow the compari-
son of results and cut-off values determined with the
use of one method to another. This study illustrates the
importance of considering the insulin analysis method
when results of different laboratories or studies are
compared or interpreted for the diagnosis of insulin-
related endocrine and metabolic pathologies.

Endnotes
1Equine Insulin ELISA, Mercodia AB, Uppsala, Sweden.
2Porcine Insulin RIA, Millipore, St. Charles, MO,

USA.
3ADVIA Centaur Insulin Assay, Siemens Healthcare

Diagnostics GmbH, Eschborn, Germany.
4Vacuette® Greiner Bio One, Frickenhausen, Germany.
5Animal Insulin Control, 362 Mercodia AB, Uppsala,

Sweden.
6Diabetes Sample Buffer, Mercodia AB, Uppsala, Sweden.
7GraphPad Prism, Version 6.02 for Windows, Graph-

Pad Inc. La Jolla, CA, USA.
8Coat-a-Count Insulin RIA, Siemens Medical Solutions

Diagnostics, Los Angeles, CA, USA.
9Immulite Insulin Assay, Siemens Healthcare, Malvern,
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Abstract  

Background: Insulin dysregulation (ID) with basal or postprandial hyperinsulinemia 

is one of the key findings in horses and ponies suffering from the equine metabolic 

syndrome (EMS). Assessment of ID can easily be performed in clinical settings by 

the use of oral glucose challenge tests. Oral glucose test (OGT) performed with 1 

g/kg bodyweight (BW) glucose administered via naso-gastric tube allows the exact 

administration of a defined glucose dosage in a short time. However, reliable cut-off 

values have not been available so far. Therefore, the aim of the study was to 

describe variations in insulin response to OGT via naso-gastric tubing and to provide 

a clinical useful cut-off value for ID when using the insulin quantification performed 

with an equine-optimized insulin enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. 

Results: Data visualization revealed no clear separation in the serum insulin 

concentration of insulin sensitive and insulin dysregulated horses during OGT. 

Therefore, a model based clustering method was used to circumvent the use of an 

arbitrary limit for categorization. This method considered all data-points for the 

classification, taking into account the individual insulin trajectory during the OGT. 

With this method two clusters were differentiated, one with low and one with high 

insulin responses during OGT. The cluster of individuals with low insulin response 

was consistently detected, independently of the initialization parameters of the 

algorithm. In this cluster the 97.5% quantile of insulin is 110 μIU/mL at 120 min. We 

suggest using this insulin concentration of 110 μIU/mL as a cut-off value for samples 

obtained at 120 min in OGT. 

Conclusion: OGT performed with 1 g/kg BW glucose and administration via naso-

gastric tubing can easily be performed under clinical settings. Application of the cut-

off value of 110 μIU/mL at 120 min allows assessment of ID in horses. 

 

Keywords: ELISA, Equine metabolic syndrome, Horse, Insulin, Insulin dysregulation, 

Naso-gastric tubing, Oral glucose test  
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Abstract 

Background: Insulin dysregulation (ID) with basal or postprandial hyperinsulinemia is one of the key findings in 

horses and ponies suffering from the equine metabolic syndrome (EMS). Assessment of ID can easily be performed in 

clinical settings by the use of oral glucose challenge tests. Oral glucose test (OGT) performed with 1 g/kg bodyweight 

(BW) glucose administered via naso-gastric tube allows the exact administration of a defined glucose dosage in a short 

time. However, reliable cut-off values have not been available so far. Therefore, the aim of the study was to describe 

variations in insulin response to OGT via naso-gastric tubing and to provide a clinical useful cut-off value for ID when 

using the insulin quantification performed with an equine-optimized insulin enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay.

Results: Data visualization revealed no clear separation in the serum insulin concentration of insulin sensitive and 

insulin dysregulated horses during OGT. Therefore, a model based clustering method was used to circumvent the 

use of an arbitrary limit for categorization. This method considered all data-points for the classification, taking into 

account the individual insulin trajectory during the OGT. With this method two clusters were differentiated, one with 

low and one with high insulin responses during OGT. The cluster of individuals with low insulin response was consist

ently detected, independently of the initialization parameters of the algorithm. In this cluster the 97.5% quantile of 

insulin is 110 μLU/mL at 120 min. We suggest using this insulin concentration of 110 μLU/mL as a cut-off value for 

samples obtained at 120 min in OGT.

Conclusion: OGT performed with 1 g/kg BW glucose and administration via naso-gastric tubing can easily be per

formed under clinical settings. Application of the cut-off value of 110 μLU/mL at 120 min allows assessment of ID in 

horses.

Keywords: ELISA, Equine metabolic syndrome, Horse, Insulin, Insulin dysregulation, Naso-gastric tubing, Oral glucose 

test
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Findings

The equine metabolic syndrome (EMS) is a common 

endocrinopathy in equines. Horses are affected by gen-

eral or regional obesity, predisposition to laminitis and 

insulin dysregulation (ID). Insulin dysregulation refers to 

basal and/or postprandial hyperinsulinemia, sometimes 

also associated with tissue insulin resistance [1, 2]. More-

over, ID can occur in EMS as well as in pituitary pars 
intermedia dysfunction (PPID) patients [3, 4]. Unfortu-

nately, ID horses may not be identified correctly by phe-

notype in all cases. Furthermore, baseline measurements 

of fasting glucose and insulin concentrations may not suf-

fice in all patients [1, 5]. Therefore, dynamic tests are pro-

posed for the assessment of ID [1, 2, 6, 7].

Oral glucose challenge tests allow assessment of 

postprandial hyperinsulinemia in ID horses under 
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standardized conditions. Recently published research 

highlights the importance of hyperinsulinemia, report-

ing that laminitis can be induced experimentally using a 

diet high in nonstructural carbohydrates. Furthermore, 

the authors were able to predict laminitis risk based on 

insulin and glucose levels after an oral challenge test [8]. 

Several oral test protocols for assessment of ID are cur-

rently available. In these procedures application routes as 

well as the used dosages of glucose or other sugars vary. 

The in-feed oral glucose tests (OGT) can be performed 

by feeding 0.5  g–1.0  g/kg bodyweight (BW) glucose or 

dextrose powder mixed in low-glycemic meals and by 

determination of insulin and glucose concentrations after 

120  min [9]. A positive test and ID was defined as an 

insulin concentration > 80 μLU/mL [1] or > 87 μLU/mL 

[10], depending on which literature is consulted.

The oral sugar test (OST) as a simplified testing pro-

cedure uses 0.15  mL/kg BW corn syrup [11] adminis-

tered orally via syringe, followed by measurement of 

insulin and glucose after 75 min. Insulin concentrations 

>  60  μLU/mL were used as cut-off [10, 12]. Recently, 

a dosage of 0.25  mL/kg BW for OST was suggested to 

improve diagnostic value. Blood sample analysis was 

recommended at either 60, 75, 90 or 120 min and insu-

lin concentrations of  ≥  22.8, 18.7, 30.2 and 26.3  μLU/

mL, respectively were proposed for being indicative for 

ID [13]. Since corn syrup is not available in most Euro-

pean countries, a modified OST using commercially 

available Scandinavian glucose syrup was developed and 

provided promising results [14]. Nevertheless, reference 

ranges have not been established to date. Moreover, cli-

nicians and researchers reported acceptance problems in 

their patients when performing in-feed OGTs, which led 

to prolonged consumption times or refused feed intake 

and therefore precluded reliable and exact test results for 

interpretation [15].

An alternative is to perform the OGT via naso-gastric 

tubing [16]. The substantial benefit of this protocol is 

the exact administration of a defined glucose dosage in a 

short time. Though it remains the most precise oral test 

approach, this procedure requires naso-gastric tubing.

For OGT performed with 1 g/kg BW glucose dissolved 

in 2 L water and administration via naso-gastric tubing, 

there are no reliable cut-off values or reference ranges 

available. Therefore, the aim of the study was to describe 

variations in insulin response to OGT via naso-gastric 

tubing and to provide a clinical useful cut-off value for ID 

when using insulin quantification performed with an 

equine-optimized insulin enzyme-linked immunosorb-

ent assay (ELISA).1

1 Equine Insulin ELISA, Mercodia AB, Uppsala, Sweden.

OGT results of 56 horses and ponies were obtained 

under similar conditions during several research projects 

from winter 2013 to spring 2017. Twenty-three warm-

blood horses, 19 Icelandic horses, 5 Shetland ponies and 

9 ponies of various breeds were included in the study 

regardless of their insulin sensitivity status. There were 

26 mares, 25 geldings and 5 stallions, aged 15 ± 6 years 

and weighed 473  ±  136  kg. The included horses had a 

mean body condition score (BCS) of 5.9 ± 1.4. Out of 56 

individuals 16 were previously diagnosed with laminitis. 

OGTs were performed under standardized conditions 

after 12–14 h fasting prior to testing.

To perform OGT, 1 g/kg BW glucose powder2 was dis-

solved in 2 L of water and administered via naso-gastric 

tubing [16]. Blood samples were collected via intravenous 

catheter3,4 prior to administration of the glucose solution, 

and afterwards in 15 min intervals for at least 180 min. 

Blood samples for serum preparation were placed into 

plain tubes, incubated at room temperature, centrifuged 

after 60 min at 1000×g for 6 min, and stored at − 80 °C 

until further analysis. Serum insulin concentrations were 

analyzed in duplicate using an equine-optimized insulin 

ELISA (see footnote 1) previously validated for use in 

horses [17, 18]. Samples with insulin concentrations 

exceeding the analytical range of the ELISA (> 1.5 μg/L) 

were diluted with commercially available sample buffer.5 

For the conversion of insulin concentrations expressed in 

μg/L as supplied by the ELISA, to the commonly used SI 

unit of μLU/mL, the previously published conversion fac-

tor of 115 was used [19].

Statistical analysis was performed in R 3.4.0.6 Dynam-

ics in insulin responses to OGT showed large variation in 

the study population ruling out simple visual differentia-

tion between two groups of insulin sensitive and insulin 

dysregulated animals (Fig. 1). Moreover, there is no clear 

separation in the serum insulin concentration of insulin 

sensitive and insulin dysregulated horses at the currently 

used time-point for evaluation of 120  min in the OGT. 

Therefore, data analysis was performed using a model 

based clustering method provided by the mclust R-pack-

age [20] in combination with a scaled singular value 

decomposition (SVD) projection for improved initializa-

tion [21]. This algorithm tries to detect an intrinsic struc-

ture to the data in an unsupervised manner by grouping 

individuals based on their similarities in insulin measure-

ments at all sampling time points. The benefits are that 

no arbitrary limit is used for categorization and that all 

2 Glukose, WDT, Garbsen, Germany.
3 EquiCathTM Fastflow, 12 G, Braun Vet Care GmbH, Tuttlingen, Germany.
4 Intraflon 2, 12 G, Vygon, Ecouen, France.
5 Diabetes Sample Buffer, Mercodia AB, Uppsala, Sweden.
6 R version 3.4.0, The R Foundation for Statistical Computing.
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data-points are used in the classification, taking into 

account the individual insulin response during the OGT. 

The clustering results were compared with other cluster-

ing methods like partitioning (kmeans, pam) and hierar-

chical clustering with varying initialization parameters. A 

cluster with constant lower insulin concentrations during 

the OGT (cluster 1) was consistently found across the 

different clustering strategies, while the optimal number 

of clusters varied. The model based clustering approach 

was preferred because it required no a priori estimation 

of the number of clusters. Two clusters retained by the 

mclust algorithm with improved initialization relate to 

another (Figs. 1, 2). The separation line between the two 

clusters at 120  min was at 105  μLU/L insulin. As the 

serum insulin in each group for each time-point did not 

belong to a normal distribution, the (pseudo) median was 

of more informative value than the mean. Figure 3 shows 

the pseudomedian with 95% confidence interval for both 

clusters as estimated from the Hodges-Lehmann estima-

tor. While the difference between groups was striking, 

the actual range of insulin responses that occurred in dif-

ferent subjects supports the idea that insulin status is not 

a dichotomous state of either insulin sensitive or insulin 

dysregulated but rather that ID exists in different intensi-

ties (Fig.  1). For calculation of a reliable cut-off value, 

97.5% quantile of the cluster 1 constituted a cut-off of 

110 μLU/mL insulin at 120 min (Fig. 4). With respect to 

previously reported significant differences between labo-

ratory methods used for quantification of equine insulin 

[18, 22, 23], our reported cut-off value is only applicable 

for the combination of the OGT procedure described 

above and the measurement of insulin by the use of the 

equine-optimized ELISA (see footnote 1) or a method 

which shows good agreement. However, even intra- and 

inter-assay CV values of 2.0–10.6% and 4.83–10.7% 

reported for the immunoassay used in this study can 

impair final results [17, 18, 24]. Sixteen horses of the 

study population had radiographically confirmed lamini-

tis. Fifteen out of sixteen laminitic horses and ponies 

were positively identified as ID by this OGT when the 

cut-off value of 110 μLU/mL was applied. Moreover, the 

median (IQR) insulin concentration of previously 

Fig. 1 Serum insulin concentrations during oral glucose test (OGT), 

n = 56. Model based clustering algorithm detected an intrinsic struc-

ture to the data and grouped individuals based on their similarities 

in all insulin measurements in an unsupervised manner. This figure 

shows the two clusters detected by the algorithm (cluster 1—dark 

blue; cluster 2—light blue). The calculated limit between both clus-

ters at 120 min was 105 μLU/mL (red lines)

Fig. 2 Principal component analysis (PCA) plot of the two clusters. A 

PCA plot is a 2D representation of high-dimensional data. In this case, 

the dimensions consist in measurements of serum insulin at different 

time points of the oral glucose test (OGT). Data-points that are close 

show a similar insulin response during the OGT (cluster 1—dark blue 

points; cluster 2—light blue triangles)

Fig. 3 Pseudomedian (solid line) and 95% confidence interval 

(dashed line) of the insulin response in oral glucose test (OGT) for 

both clusters (cluster 1—dark blue; cluster 2—light blue). As the 

distribution of the insulin levels in each cluster for each time-point 

are not normal, the median was chosen as a better representation of 

how the insulin response differs between the clusters
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laminitic individuals was 513.3 (187.6–618.9) μLU/mL at 

120 min during OGT. This is the first study providing a 

cut-off for OGT performed with 1  g/kg BW glucose 

administered via naso-gastric tube. Nevertheless, insulin 

concentrations around 110  μLU/mL should be inter-

preted carefully in clinical situations in which significant 

management and feeding modifications or even drug 

therapies would be initiated when patients are classified 

as insulin dysregulated. In these cases with debatable 

insulin concentrations following OGT, re-testing horses 

and ponies after a certain period of time would be advis-

able. The authors suggest not using the reported value as 

a strict cut-off, but rather as an orientation value for clin-

ical interpretation and diagnosing ID because of the flu-

ent transition between horses and ponies with 

undisturbed insulin regulation and ID.

Taking into account the reported coefficient of vari-

ation (CV) values of 19% (31–43%) for in-feed OGTs at 

120 min [15] and 83–91% agreement between OST per-

formed on different days [25], multiple factors can affect 

final test results. Furthermore, interpretation of OGT 

insulin concentrations should be accompanied by consid-

eration of clinical findings when assessment of ID is used 

for diagnosing EMS or PPID related ID. Fluent transition 

from an insulin sensitive state to an insulin dysregulated 

state complicates the establishment of reliable cut-offs. 

However, it emphasizes the importance of early detection 

of horses being at high risk to develop metabolic patholo-

gies and the importance of recording the degree of sever-

ity when individual therapy plans are created.

In conclusion, the standard dosed OGT with glucose 

application via naso-gastric tubing can be easily per-

formed under clinical settings and allows reliable assess-

ment of ID in horses.
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Abstract  

In clinical use, determination of disturbances in insulin regulation is part of the 

diagnostic procedure in horses and ponies suffering from metabolic pathologies such 

as the equine metabolic syndrome. Making a medical diagnosis requires exact 

quantification of equine insulin in serum or plasma. However, striking differences in 

absolute values obtained from different immunoassays exist. Most assays used in 

veterinary medicine include antibodies directed against human insulin, although 

amino acid sequences between equine and human insulin differ slightly. Therefore, 

the aim of this study was to compare results supplied by an equine-optimized insulin 

enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and a frequently used 

immunoradiometric assay (IRMA) in samples obtained from two different diagnostic 

procedures. A total of 268 samples (oral glucose testing [OGT]: n = 117; combined 

glucose-insulin testing [CGIT]: n = 151) were used for the comparison of the two 

immunoassay methods. Samples were obtained from nine healthy horses during 

OGT and CGIT procedures. Insulin concentrations measured by ELISA and IRMA 

differed significantly (p < 0.0001) in samples from both diagnostic procedures. In 

addition to marked differences in absolute insulin concentrations between ELISA and 

IRMA, both methods showed a strong correlation when compared with OGT samples 

(r = 0.97; p < 0.0001) and CGIT samples (r = 0.98; p < 0.0001). Bland-Altman 

analysis indicated that the ELISA was an average of 40.94 ± 35.20 μIU/mL lower 

than the IRMA in samples obtained from the OGT procedure and even 90.82 ± 120 

μIU/mL lower than the IRMA in samples obtained from the CGIT procedure, both with 

the presence of proportional error. Comparison of insulin curve progressions in OGT 

and CGIT differ significantly (OGT: p < 0.0006; CGIT: p < 0.0002) when insulin 

analyses were performed with ELISA or IRMA. These findings suggest that results 

between the assays should not be considered interchangeable. Moreover, insulin 

concentrations measured by different methods need to be interpreted carefully for 

making medical diagnosis, especially in clinically suspected cases where small 

changes in insulin levels can cause false classification of healthy or insulin-

dysregulated horses in analyses of basal resting samples and samples from dynamic 

testing procedures. 
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Introduction 

Insulin dysregulation (ID) is the key laboratory finding in horses and ponies suffering 

from equine metabolic syndrome (Durham et al. 2019). Based on poor sensitivity and 

the diagnostic value of resting or fasting, insulin concentrations for diagnosing ID 

dynamic testing protocols are currently recommended for a reliable assessment of 

impaired insulin regulation in horses and ponies (Frank et al. 2010, Frank 2011, 

Frank and Tadros 2014, Equine Endocrinology Group 2018, Durham et al. 2019). 

Veterinarians can choose between oral or intravenous test protocols, which reflect 

variable metabolic processes (Frank et al. 2010). Oral testing protocols, such as the 

oral glucose test (OGT), are simplified diagnostic procedures often used in clinical 

practice to assess ID in horses and ponies (Ralston 2002). Endogenous insulin 

response and blood glucose concentrations following orally administered glucose are 

determined for the diagnosis. Therefore, the OGT is considered as an indirect 

method to assess insulin sensitivity and focuses on the assessment of ID rather than 

specific tissue insulin resistance (IR). By contrast, the combined glucose insulin test 

(CGIT) is considered to be a direct method to assess tissue insulin sensitivity and IR 

and is based on the injection of insulin and glucose followed by measurements of the 

plasma disappearance of both (Eiler et al. 2005). In contrast to the OGT, the CGIT 

only tests the capacity of the exogenous insulin to shift the injected glucose into 

insulin-sensitive tissues. In addition to the differences in the underlying physiological 

backgrounds of both tests, the exact quantification of insulin by laboratory analysis is 

the most important and challenging step to diagnose changes in insulin regulation. 

Veterinary diagnostic laboratories use different assays for the quantification of equine 

insulin and several studies have highlighted differences between assays and 

revealed significant discrepancies between frequently used methods for 

quantification of equine insulin in research and clinical settings (Öberg et al. 2011, 

Tinworth et al. 2011, Borer-Weir et al. 2012b, Banse et al. 2014, Warnken et al. 

2016, Carslake et al. 2017). No assay with a specific antibody directed against 

equine insulin is available. Thus, there was a need for alternatives. Therefore, 

several immunoassays previously designed for analyses of human or laboratory 

animal insulin were used in veterinary laboratories. Most commercial immunoassays 
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are based on antibodies directed against human or non-equine insulin. Moreover, 

several previous studies and established reference ranges and cutoff values for 

diagnostic procedures are based on results obtained by use of a human-specific 

insulin radioimmunoassay (RIA) (Coat-a-Count Insulin RIA, Siemens Medical 

Solutions Diagnostics, Los Angeles, CA, USA) previously being extensively validated 

for the use in equids (Eiler et al. 2005, Frank et al. 2006, Frank et al. 2010). 

However, an evaluation of insulin assays for replacement and clinical applicability 

was necessary due to the current unavailability of the assay. Therefore, the aim of 

our study was to compare insulin concentrations supplied by a immunoradiometric 

assay (IRMA) (Insulin(e) IRMA KIT, Beckman Coulter, Prague, Czech Republic) with 

results obtained from an equine-optimized ELISA (Equine Insulin ELISA, Mercodia 

AB, Uppsala, Sweden) in serum samples obtained during OGT and CGIT procedures 

in consideration of the presence of endogenous equine insulin during OGT and 

mainly exogenous non-equine insulin in CGIT procedures.  

Materials and Methods 

Animals and samples  

Nine healthy warmblood breed horses of unknown insulin sensitivity were included in 

the study. There were five mares, two geldings and two stallions, aged (mean±SD) 

16±7.8 years, weighed 539±68 kg, with mean body condition score (BCS) of 4.2±1.4. 

Horses underwent dynamic diagnostic testing for evaluation of insulin dysregulation 

with oral glucose test (OGT) and for tissue insulin resistance with combined glucose 

insulin test (CGIT). For implementation of OGT 1 g/kg BW glucose powder (Glukose, 

WDT, Garbsen, Germany) dissolved in two liters water was administered by naso-

gastric tubing (Ralston 2002). Blood samples were collected via jugular vein catheter 

(EquiCathTM Fastflow, Braun Vet Care GmbH, Germany) for a three-hour period. For 

implementation of the CGIT two intravenous indwelling catheters (EquiCathTM 

Fastflow, Braun Vet Care GmbH, Germany) were aseptically implanted in each 

jugular vein of the horses. One catheter was used for administration of glucose 

solution and insulin, whereas the second one was used for the collection of blood 

samples for three hours. To carry out the CGIT, 150 mg/kg BW glucose solution 
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(Glucose 500 mg/mL, B. Braun Melsungen AG, Germany) were injected 

intravenously as a bolus within 1 minute, immediately followed by 0.1 IU/kg BW 

porcine zinc-insulin (Caninsulin® 40 I.E./ml, MSD, Unterschleißheim, Germany) and 

20 mL saline solution (NaCl; 0,9 %; B. Braun Melsungen AG, Germany) to flush the 

catheter. Blood samples were placed into plain tubes for serum preparation and 

centrifuged after 60 minutes incubation at room temperature at 1000 g for 6 minutes. 

Thereafter, samples were aliquoted and stored at 80°C until further analysis. In total 

117 serum samples from OGT procedure and 151 serum samples from CGIT 

procedure were available and used for comparison of insulin concentrations 

measured by ELISA and IRMA.  

Insulin analyses  

Serum insulin concentrations were analyzed by use of a human-specific RIA 

(Insulin(e) IRMA KIT, Beckman Coulter, Prague, Czech Republic) and by use of an 

equine-optimized insulin ELISA (Equine Insulin ELISA, Mercodia AB, Uppsala, 

Sweden). The equine-optimized insulin assay is a solid phase two-side sandwich 

ELISA for the quantification of equine insulin in serum or plasma. It is based on 

monoclonal mouse anti-porcine insulin antibodies coupled to plate and free 

monoclonal mouse anti-porcine insulin antibodies labeled with horseradish 

peroxidase. Samples were processed prior to change of standards in the assay from 

μg/L to μIU/mL. The limit of detection for this assay is 0.01 μg/L, specificity of the 

assay is stated at 100 % for porcine insulin and cross-reactivity with human insulin is 

22 % (according to the manufacturer’s protocol). Samples with insulin concentrations 

greater than the highest value of the standard curve (>1.5 μg/L; corresponding range 

in μIU/mL: >172.5) were diluted with assay specific sample buffer (Diabetes Sample 

Buffer, Mercodia AB, Uppsala, Sweden). Samples were analyzed in duplicates.  

Coincidently, OGT and CGIT serum samples were analyzed for insulin by the 

human-specific radioimmunoassay (Insulin(e) IRMA KIT, Beckman Coulter, Prague, 

Czech Republic), which is often used for analyses of insulin in various animal species 

(Muscher-Banse et al. 2012, Locher et al. 2015, Schulz et al. 2015, Kinoshita et al. 

2016). This assay uses sandwich technique and is based on mouse monoclonal 
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antibodies directed against two different epitopes of insulin. The first antibody is 

coated to the tubes and the second one is labelled with iodine125. The stated limit of 

detection is 2.9 μIU/mL. The corresponding measurement ranges extends from 2.9 to 

300 μIU/mL. No information about cross-reactivity for equine or animal insulin is 

given by the manufacturer. The calibrators used in this RIA were calibrated against 

the international standard WHO 1st IRP 66/304. Samples with insulin concentrations 

greater than the highest value of the standard curve were diluted with assay buffer. 

 
Table 1: Information about the insulin assays 

Assay Standards Primary antibody Secondary antibody

Mercodia Equine 
Insulin ELISA porcine insulin mouse monoclonal 

anti-porcine insulin 

mouse monoclonal anti-
porcine insulin            
HRP-conjugate 

Beckman Coulter 
Insulin(e) IRMA KIT 

human recombinant  
insulin 

mouse monoclonal 
anti-insulin   

mouse monoclonal anti-
insulin labelled with  

iodine 125 

 

Data analyses and statistics  

Data supplied by the ELISA had to be converted from “μg/L” into the commonly used 

unit “μIU/mL” to compare the insulin concentrations obtained between assays and 

results reported in previous studies. The manufacturer of the ELISA offered a specific 

conversion factor (1 μg/L = 115 mU/L) for the conversion of data supplied by the 

equine-optimized insulin ELISA from μg/L to μIU/mL (Ab 2017) which was used for 

the calculation of data in our study. Data analysis was performed using GraphPad 

Prism software (version 7.02; GraphPad Inc. La Jolla, CA, USA). Data were tested 

for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. Wilcoxon signed rank test, 

Spearman correlation and Deming regression analyses were used to compare 

results from different assays as a whole and at specific time points and to evaluate 

relationships between both methods. Bland-Altman analysis was performed to 

calculate the method-dependent bias and 95 % limits of agreement between both 

methods. Repeated measures two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons 

test was performed to compare results supplied by IRMA and ELISA in OGT and 
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CGIT over the testing period. Statistical significance was accepted when p < 0.05. All 

values are expressed as mean ± SD unless otherwise indicate. 

Results 

Assay performance data 

Equine-optimized ELISA 

Intra-assay CV was 4.61 % at low equine insulin concentrations (2.34 μIU/mL) and 

1.91 % at high insulin concentrations (108.81 μIU/mL). Inter-assay CV was 5.27 %, 

3.24 % and 3.17 % for low, medium and high commercial animal insulin controls, 

respectively. Inter-assay CV for equine serum samples were 7.43 % and 4.83 % for 

low (10.53 μIU/mL) and high (109.98 μIU/mL) insulin concentrations, respectively. 

The linearity of dilution was indicated by linear regression with r2 = 0.9994 and p < 

0.0001 and recovery upon dilution was 95.9 ± 4.6 %.  

Human-specific IRMA 

Intra-assay CV was 8.2 % at medium equine insulin concentrations (32.4 μIU/mL) 

and 11.5 % at high insulin concentrations (120.5 μIU/mL). Inter-assay CV was 9.4 % 

for medium and 12.5 % for high equine insulin concentrations. Inter-assay CV was 

6.5 % for low and 8.4 % for high commercial assay controls. The linearity of dilution 

was indicated by linear regression with r2 = 0.9995 and p < 0.0001 and recovery 

upon dilution was 97.3 ± 4.8 %. 

Samples from OGT  

Insulin concentrations measured in OGT samples ranged from 2.98 to 125.4 μIU/mL 

in ELISA analyses and from 4.42 to 275.0 μIU/mL in RIA analyses (Figure 1a). OGT 

samples’ insulin concentrations measured with the ELISA were significantly (p < 

0.0001) lower than insulin concentrations measured with the IRMA (Figure 1a). The 

ELISA and IRMA insulin concentrations were significantly correlated (r = 0.97; p < 

0.0001) (Figure 2a). Deming regression analysis is shown in Figure 2a. Bland-Altman 

plot analysis for ELISA minus IRMA in OGT samples revealed a bias of -40.94           

± 35.20 μIU/ml and 95 % limits of agreement from -109.9 to 28.06 μIU/mL (Figure 

3a). Basal insulin concentrations prior to OGT and insulin concentrations after 120 
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min during OGT determined by both assays differed significantly (p < 0.0008; p > 

0.0024, respectively) when compared by Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test. 

Statistical analysis with RM two-way ANOVA indicated significant differences for the 

factor time (p < 0.0001) and analysis method (p = 0.0006) and an interaction of both 

(p < 0.0001) in the OGT procedure. Insulin concentrations differ significantly from 

time point 45 min until the end of the sampling period between both methods (Figure 

4a). 

Samples from CGIT 

Insulin concentrations in CGIT samples ranged from 2.47 to 640.4 μIU/mL in ELISA 

analyses and from 5.21 to 1124.0 μIU/mL in IRMA analyses (Figure 1b). Insulin 

concentrations of CGIT samples measured with the ELISA were significantly (p < 

0.0001) lower than insulin concentrations measured with the IRMA (Figure 1b). 

Spearman correlation with both methods revealed good correlation (r = 0.9799; p < 

0.0001) for CGIT samples and Deming regression analysis is shown in Figure 2b. 

Bland-Altman analysis for ELISA minus IRMA in CGIT samples revealed a bias of                  

-90.82 ± 128.0 μIU/ml and 95 % limits of agreement from -341.7 to 160.1 μIU/mL 

(Figure 3b). Basal endogenous insulin concentrations prior to CGIT and insulin 

concentrations after 45 min during CGIT containing mainly exogenous insulin 

determined by both assays differed significantly (p < 0.0034; p < 0.0078) when 

compared by Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test. Equal to the situation in OGT 

samples’ analyses, the RM two-way ANOVA in the CGIT procedure indicated 

significant differences for the factor time (p < 0.0001) and analysis method (p = 

0.0002) and an interaction (p < 0.0001). Insulin concentrations differ significantly from 

time point 3 min until 15 min between both methods (Figure 4b), where relatively high 

concentrations were measured with both methods. 
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Figure 1: Insulin concentrations measured in samples obtained during a) oral glucose testing 

procedure (OGT; n=117) and b) combined glucose-insulin testing procedure (CGIT; n=151) 

with ELISA and IRMA. Data were analyzed by Wilcoxon matched-pairs rank test. *** p < 

0.001. 

 

 

Figure 2: Scatterplot of measurement results for a) OGT samples (n=117) and b) CGIT 

samples (n=151) from ELISA analyses compared to IRMA analyses. 
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Figure 3: Bland-Altman plot of average compared to difference ELISA minus IRMA in a) OGT 

samples (n = 117), b) CGIT samples (n = 151). Dashed line = bias, pointed line = 95 % limits 

of agreements. 

 

Discussion  

Clinical diagnosis of ID or IR in horses with suspected equine metabolic syndrome or 

other neuroendocrine diseases such as PPID is based on the assessment of the 

insulinemic state of the horse or pony (Durham et al. 2019). Reliable quantification of 

insulin is required for safe and accurate diagnosis. Results of the present study 

indicated marked differences in insulin concentrations derived from measures with 

the equine-optimized ELISA and the human-specific IRMA. Differences also occurred 

in samples collected during both diagnostic procedures, OGT and CGIT. 

Consequently, method-specific variations in insulin concentrations influence clinical 

interpretation concerning the patient’s insulinemic state. Nevertheless, both methods 

were able to detect the increase and decrease in insulin concentrations during 

dynamic diagnostic testing procedure. Furthermore, low, moderate and high insulin 

concentrations, although on different concentration levels, could be differentiated by 

both assays.  
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Analyses of insulin in basal or resting samples  

Measures of basal or resting insulin concentrations have often been used to identify 

insulin dysregulated equids due to the simplicity of the procedure. Therefore, correct 

analyses of low to moderate insulin concentrations is as important as correct 

analyses of high insulin concentrations after stimulation. Basal insulin concentrations 

were significantly higher in IRMA compared to the ELISA. Interestingly, analyses of 

fasted basal samples with the ELISA investigated resulted even in markedly higher 

insulin concentrations compared to a commonly used chemiluminescence assay 

(CLIA) (ADVIA Centaur Insulin Assay, Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics GmbH, 

Eschborn, Germany) in a previous study (Warnken et al. 2016). Thus, the 

concentrations supplied by the human-specific IRMA also seem to be significantly 

higher compared to the CLIA mentioned previously.  

Furthermore, Banse et al. (2014) compared the previously well validated and used 

human-specific RIA (Coat-a-Count Insulin RIA, Siemens Medical Solutions 

Diagnostics, Los Angeles, CA, USA) with another commercially available CLIA 

(IMMULITE 1000 Insulin Assay, Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics, Tarrytown, NY, 

USA). Analyses of serum samples of 40 horses covered a broad range of insulin 

concentrations; however, poor recovery rates for samples spiked with an equine 

insulin standard (Equine Insulin Standard, Shibayagi Co., Ishihara, Japan) and poor 

accordance between both methods were reported (Banse et al. 2014). These 

findings further complicate the clinical interpretation in the context of reference 

ranges and cutoff values for basal insulin concentrations defined previously. Koeller 

et al. (2016) reported a reference range of 2.0 to 21.1 μIU/mL based on analyses 

with the a human-specific CLIA (IMMULITE 2000, Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics, 

Eschborn, Germany), whereas the most cited and clinically widely used reference for 

basal insulin concentrations of > 20 μIU/mL was calculated based on analyses with 

human-specific RIA (Coat-a-Count RIA, Diagnostic Products Corporation, Los 

Angeles, California, USA) (Treiber et al. 2006, Carter et al. 2009). This might be in 

contrast to Carslake et al. (2017) reporting that the same CLIA (IMMULITE 2000, 

Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics, Camberley, Surrey, UK) tends to provide lower 

insulin concentrations than the RIA (Coat-a-Count RIA, Diagnostic Products 
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Corporation, Los Angeles, California, USA) in the analytical range of the reported 

cutoff values for basal insulin. These findings highlighted the importance of the 

consideration of the immunoassay used for analyses of insulin concentrations in the 

patient samples. 

Analyzes of insulin in oral glycemic challenges  

Depending on the testing protocol, glucose application route, glucose dosage and 

sampling time point, multiple cutoff values are described in literature to distinguish 

between healthy and diseased horses (Ralston 2002, Schuver et al. 2014, Smith et 

al. 2016, Warnken et al. 2018). However, these studies used varying immunoassay 

methods for the quantification of insulin and diverse test protocols. Therefore, these 

cutoff values or reference ranges are only applicable in a combination with the 

individual testing protocol and the specific immunoassay used. If insulin 

concentrations at 120 min during OGT in the present study were interpreted 

regardless of the analysis method based on a previously defined cutoff value of 110 

μIU/mL (Warnken et al. 2018), the ELISA analysis indicated 1/9 horses as ID, 

whereas IRMA analyses indicated 5/9. Differences in insulin concentrations in 

samples obtained during glucose tolerance testing analyzed by another human-

specific RIA (Coat-a-Count Insulin RIA, Siemens Medical Solutions Diagnostics, Los 

Angeles, CA, USA) and the equine-optimized insulin ELISA used in the present study 

have been described (Tinworth et al. 2011). In this study, the equine-optimized 

ELISA revealed significantly lower insulin concentrations in 17/18 samples compared 

to the human-specific RIA, while 1/18 samples were measured higher in the ELISA 

compared to the RIA. In the same study, six assays were investigated in terms of 

performance and only the equine-optimized ELISA passed the requested standards 

for precision, accuracy and specificity straightaway. However, compared to liquid 

chromatography and high-resolution/high-accuracy mass spectrometry (LC-MS), the 

equine-optimized ELISA and the human-specific RIA underestimated the equine 

insulin concentrations, with the ELISA being even worse (Tinworth et al. 2011). Thus, 

the authors concluded that both assays were not able to detect endogenous equine 

insulin satisfactorily when the LC-MS technique is considered as a gold standard. 

However, the samples used have been preprocessed by use of a catching step with 
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anti-insulin antibodies prior to LC-MS analyses. In addition, insulin-aspart, a fast-

acting recombinant insulin analogue, was used as the internal standard. Taken 

together, both procedures challenge the actual significance of these results.  

In addition to a good correlation between ELISA and IRMA in the present study, 

results from Bland-Altman plot analysis revealed the importance of proportional error 

between both methods, indicating that the difference between both methods was 

even exacerbated with an increased insulin concentration. This situation precluded 

simplified conversion. Taking into account that only healthy animals were used in this 

study, this bias may even be amplified when samples from clinically affected insulin-

dysregulated patients were analyzed with even higher insulin responses in the OGT 

procedure. Analysis with the IRMA generally supplied consistently higher insulin 

concentrations for the identical sample compared to the ELISA analysis in this study. 

Differences between both methods may be explained by differences in the underlying 

antibodies of the assays. The IRMA is based on monoclonal anti-human insulin 

antibodies, whereas the ELISA is based on monoclonal anti-porcine insulin 

antibodies. The equine insulin molecule has more similarity in the amino acid 

sequence with the porcine insulin molecule (the only difference is in the A-chain at 

position 9) than with the human insulin molecule (two different amino acids at 

position 9 in the A-chain and position 30 in the B-chain) (Ho et al. 2008, Kuuranne et 

al. 2008). Therefore, it was expected that the equine-optimized porcine-specific 

insulin ELISA would supply more exact concentrations compared to the IRMA based 

on antibodies directed against human insulin. Although the IRMA is based on 

antibodies directed against a molecule with less similarity in the amino acid 

sequence, it revealed higher concentrations compared to the ELISA. Since sample 

analysis with LC-MS is lacking and the equine insulin standard was not available at 

the time the study was performed, it could not be stated whether the IRMA 

overestimated or the ELISA underestimated the real sample insulin concentration.  

Analytical ranges, impact of dilution and clinical consequences  

High insulin concentrations might occur in samples obtained during the OGT 

procedure when patients suffer from severe ID. Measuring ranges of the assay are 
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limited but are expected to be reliable for low and high insulin concentrations in 

samples received for analyses obtained during dynamic diagnostic tests. The 

measurement range for the IRMA is 0.49 to 300 IU/mL. Regarding the sensitivity, it 

is important to mention that the analytical sensitivity of 0.49 IU/mL is in contrast to 

the functional sensitivity of 1.35 IU/mL. The IRMA provides a wider range compared 

to the equine-optimized ELISA with a measurement range from 0.02 to 1.5 μg/L 

corresponding to 2.3 to 172.5 μIU/mL and an analytical sensitivity of 0.01 μg/L (1.15 

μIU/mL). Based on this, expanding the range by sample dilution might be necessary 

in some cases. Whereas the samples obtained during the OGT procedure in the 

present study were all measured undiluted within the measurement range of the 

assay, samples obtained during the CGIT procedure were diluted prior to analyses in 

both assays due to expected high initial insulin concentrations. Based on the 

excellent RUD and dilution parallelism, the results can be considered as valid 

concentrations. Nevertheless, dilution often impairs results when performed with the 

dilution medium provided by the manufacturer (Tinworth et al. 2011, Carslake et al. 

2017). Both studies reported a significant improvement of dilution if charcoal-stripped 

serum was used. Based on these difficulties resulting from dilution, most laboratories 

do not report insulin concentrations above the upper range of the analytical range. 

However, there is growing evidence to support the hypothesis that high insulin 

concentrations are associated with more severe lameness in laminitis cases (De Laat 

et al. 2019) or risk of laminitis in cases with severe ID (Meier et al. 2017), thus, 

highlighting the clinical relevance and importance of reporting absolute values in 

samples containing high insulin concentrations.  

Analyzes of insulin concentrations in intravenous challenges with presence of 

exogenous insulin  

Human recombinant insulin is recommended for implementation of CGIT developed 

by Eiler et al. (2005). The diagnosis of IR during CGIT is mainly based on the 

assessment of the insulin-mediated glucose kinetics and, additionally, on the 

clearance of the applied exogenous insulin from plasma within 45 min. It is important 

to mention that the quantification of insulin in blood samples obtained during some IV 

tests can lead to potential cross-reactivity due to the presence of endogenous equine 
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insulin and exogenous injected human insulin or other non-equine insulin analogues. 

Therefore, selection of an appropriate assay is necessary. Ideally, sample cross-

analysis with a human-specific and an equine-specific method is needed to allow the 

exact assessment regarding differentiation between both. In the above mentioned 

publication, blood samples were analyzed by use of the human-specific RIA (Coat-A-

Count RIA, Diagnostic Products Corp, Los Angeles, California, USA) (Eiler et al. 

2005), thus, expecting the assay to detect 100 % of the recombinant human insulin 

based on the assays underlying anti-human insulin antibodies. The recombinant 

human insulin formulation used originally is not composed of substitutions of amino 

acids at various positions to impair pharmacokinetics towards short- or long-acting 

properties. Insulin analogues are characterized by substitutions at various amino 

acids or additions of residues to the COOH terminus of the B chain for impairment of 

their pharmacokinetics for special issues (Standel 2002). If a CGIT is performed, one 

should be aware that, firstly, the insulin analogue used may alter test results and, 

secondly, the impaired pharmacokinetics of the insulin analogues may impact the 

glucose and insulin kinetics (Warnken 2018). Several insulin analogues have been 

investigated in human medicine for cross-reactivity, because alterations due to cross-

reactivity between endogenous human insulin and injected insulin analogues are a 

common problem in insulin analysis if patients are treated for diabetes type 1 (Owen 

and Roberts 2004, Dayaldasani et al. 2015). Some of the immunoassay methods 

investigated have also been frequently used in veterinary medicine (IMMULITE® 

systems and ADVIA Centaur XP systems both from Siemens Healthcare 

Diagnostics). Depending on the insulin analog selected, the ADVIA Centaur XP 

revealed cross-reactivity in human samples with insulin analogues of up to 152 % 

(Owen and Roberts 2004), whereas the IMMULITE 2000 revealed less cross-

reactivity of up to 42 %. This questions what would be measured in samples obtained 

from CGITs and analyzed with these assays. However, the CGITs carried out in the 

present study were implemented by injection of porcine-zinc insulin. As mentioned 

earlier, the porcine insulin molecule and the equine insulin molecule only differ in one 

amino acid at position A9, whereas human insulin molecule differs from equine 

insulin molecule at position A9 and position B30 (Ho et al. 2008). Position B30 is 
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considered important for the tertiary structure of the protein and can impair sufficient 

formation of antigen-antibody complexes, which is essential for analyses with 

immunoassays (Conlon 2001, Kuuranne et al. 2008). It was expected that the 

porcine insulin molecule could act in a more comparable fashion to the physiological 

endogenous equine insulin and that laboratory analyses with the equine-optimized 

insulin ELISA based on mouse monoclonal anti-porcine insulin antibodies could allow 

exact quantification of endogenous equine insulin and applied exogenous porcine 

zinc insulin in a CGIT procedure (cross-reactivity 100 % according to the 

manufacturer). By contrast, sample analyses with the human-specific insulin IRMA 

was suspected of supplying an impaired insulin concentration due to insufficient 

antigen-antibody binding caused by the underlying mouse monoclonal antibodies 

directed against two different epitopes of the human insulin molecule. Interestingly, 

again, the IRMA supplied the significantly and consistently higher insulin 

concentrations compared to the ELISA when samples from the CGIT procedure were 

compared. A potential explanation might be that, despite the general higher level of 

supplied insulin concentrations by the IRMA, the responsible binding epitope of the 

antibodies used in the IRMA binds to a region of the amino acid sequence of the 

insulin molecule which is similar between equids and humans, hence, allowing 

unimpaired detection. However, differences between both analyses exist and 

whereas ELISA analyses supplied insulin concentrations above 100 μIU/mL after 45 

min in 1/9 horses, IRMA analyses supplied 2/9, again causing different classification 

and incorrect diagnosis of IR based on the interpretation of the insulin concentration 

during testing. It is important to point out that no study is available redefining the 45-

min insulin cutoff value with currently available methods used for the quantification of 

equine insulin. In general, for insulin analyses in samples obtained during a regular 

CGIT or even hyperinsulinemic euglycemic clamp procedure with regular human 

recombinant insulin, laboratory methods based on human-specific anti-insulin 

antibodies might provide advantages compared to porcine- or equine-specific 

assays. Thus, it is important to be aware of the analyte of interest, which could be the 

endogenous equine insulin in oral glycemic tests or the non-equine insulin in several 

IV tests when choosing the immunoassay for sample analyses. Therefore, samples 
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might be processed with different immunoassays focusing on either human or non-

equine insulin with respect to the potential cross-reactivity by the different assays as 

like for example performed by Lindase et al. (2017).  

Some immunoassay comparisons or validation studies have been performed with 

sample material obtained during oral glycemic challenges, during IV challenge tests 

(Borer-Weir et al. 2012a) or even via hyperinsulinemic glycemic clamp studies 

(Carslake et al. 2017), thus, using samples with a mixture of endogenous equine and 

exogenous non-equine insulin for the evaluation of the assay performance in terms of 

equine-specificity. Despite the fact that the insulin analogues used for the IV testing 

procedure were not stated, regular human insulin was probably used. Keeping this in 

mind, at least part of the missing or striking accordance reported between different 

immunoassay investigated should be interpreted with care and need attention based 

on the potential presence off cross-reactivity, which might contribute to the variable 

outcome of sample analyses with the different immunoassays.  

In conclusion, insulin measurements after OGT and CGIT differ significantly 

depending on the choice of immunoassay. These findings suggest that results 

between the assays should not be considered interchangeable. Thus, the diagnosis 

of ID assessed by OGT or of IR assessed by CGIT requires consideration of the 

immunoassay used for the quantification of insulin. The presence especially of 

exogenous insulin in samples obtained from IV testing for the assessment of IR might 

contribute to variable outcome due to potential cross-reactivity of the exogenous 

insulin molecules or analogues with the assay antibodies. Furthermore, assessment 

of the management and therapy success or re-assessment of patients requires the 

use of the same laboratory and the same assay for the interpretation of results over 

time. 
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8 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Equine metabolic syndrome is an increasing problem and health concern in the 

equine population. Recent research suggests that hyperinsulinemia is the only one 

among the cluster of signs and symptoms that characterize EMS that is clearly linked 

to the development of laminitis (Durham et al. 2019). The prevalence of 

hyperinsulinemia reflecting ID as the central key factor of EMS has been reported in 

publications with 18 to 27 % of horses and ponies being hyperinsulinemic (Pleasant 

et al. 2013; Morgan et al. 2014). However, cases presented to a first opinion hospital 

for evaluation of laminitis have been hyperinsulinemic in 66 % of the cases (Karikoski 

et al. 2011), highlighting the clinical relevance of endocrionpathic laminitis and EMS. 

Early identification of diseased and at risk individuals is essential due to the limited 

therapeutic options for causal therapy, and the assessment of already slightly 

impaired insulin regulation is the crux of the matter. Oral glycemic challenges are 

currently recommended for assessing ID and, thereby, identifying pathological 

postprandial hyperinsulinemia under standardized conditions (Bertin and De Laat 

2017; Durham et al. 2019).  

The results of this research project indicate the importance of the exact quantification 

of equine insulin. The first part of this research project highlights the importance of 

the careful selection of the immunoassay used for the analyses of equine insulin and 

highlights the strengths and weaknesses of three commonly used and investigated 

assays. Although the measurement of equine insulin is one of the last steps in the 

clinical approach to diagnose ID or IR, it remains the most challenging part. Based on 

the study conducted in part II of this research project, it was possible to provide a 

clinically useful diagnostic approach to assess ID in combination with a reliable 

immunoassay-based quantification of equine insulin. However, insulin analysis with 

the equine-optimized porcine-specific ELISA (Equine Insulin ELISA, Mercodia AB) is 

not widely available in commercial laboratories and has the decisive disadvantage 

that it can not easily be performed on automated systems allowing high day-to-day 

variable sample volume.  
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Furthermore, testing for ID with oral test protocols focuses primarily on the 

assessment of standardized postprandial hyperinsulinemia and not direct on 

assessment of tissue IR. Therefore, dynamic IV testing protocols may provide a 

case-dependent advantage by assessing the insulin-mediated glucose uptake in 

insulin-dependent target tissues triggered by an injection of exogenous insulin and 

glucose as a substrate allowing the diagnosis off tissue IR. The study performed in 

part III of this research project evaluated assay-specific variations in the insulin 

concentrations supplied considering testing for ID with OGT or IR based on CGIT. 

Again, marked assay-specific differences in the insulin concentrations supplied 

occurred between the equine-optimized porcine-specific ELISA (Equine Insulin 

ELISA, Mercodia AB) already investigated previously and a human-specific IRMA 

(Insulin(e) IRMA KIT, Beckman Coulter). These findings preclude the 

interchangeable use of both and, together with the results from the study in part I, 

highlight the consideration of the immunoassay used for quantification in terms of the 

interpretation of laboratory findings in basal or resting samples as well as after 

stimulation with dynamic testing for PO and IV testing protocols.  

Diagnosing ID by analyses of basal or resting samples collected from horses or 

ponies is the simplest diagnostic approach. The feeding regime prior to testing is 

currently discussed controversially in the group of experts in equine endocrinology 

(Bertin et al. 2016, Knowles et al. 2017, Durham et al. 2019). However, this research 

project indicates that, in addition to optimal and standardized pretesting conditions, 

the selection of the immunoassay method is as equally important as the pretesting 

conditions. Differences between insulin concentrations in basal blood samples 

measured with the various assays used in the current research project in part I and 

part III indicated striking and highly significant differences. Even the consideration of 

laboratory-specific reference ranges did not allow the identical classification as 

“healthy” or “insulin-dysregulated” in all cases. Insulin concentrations, for example, 

differed by a factor of 6.5 between the human-specific CLIA investigated (ADVIA 

Centaur XP, Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics) and equine-optimized porcine-specific 

ELISA (Equine Insulin ELISA, Mercodia AB), and a factor of 6 between the CLIA and 

the porcine-specific RIA (Porcine Insulin RIA, Merck Millipore) in one case.  
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Based on the simplicity, several studies evaluated and established cutoff values and 

reference ranges for basal or resting insulin. The reference for basal insulin 

concentrations most cited and clinically widely used is above 20 IU/mL (Frank et al. 

2010, Equine Endocrinology Group 2018). However, the cutoff was initially 

established in a cohort of ponies, which had been off pasture for one to three hours, 

by using a human-specific RIA (Coat-a-Count RIA, Diagnostic Products Corporation, 

Los Angeles, California, USA) (Treiber et al. 2006; Carter et al. 2009). As this assay 

is no longer available, the reference ranges had to be redefined on other 

immunoassays. Thus, the Equine Endocrinology Group (2018) classified insulin 

concentrations below 20 μIU/mL measured on a human-specific CLIA (IMMULITE 

1000, Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics) as non-diagnostic, concentrations between 

20 and 50 μIU/mL as suspicious, and concentrations above 50 μIU/mL as indicative 

of ID. However, they pointed out that the corresponding ranges differ when samples 

were analyzed by another human-specific CLIA (IMMULITE 2000xpi, Siemens 

Healthcare Diagnostics) and the respective values were 31 and 80 μIU/mL instead of 

20 and 50 μIU/mL. Interestingly, Koeller et al. (2016) sampled 112 ponies with free 

access to hay and calculated a reference interval of 2.0–21.1 IU/mL based on 

analyses with another human-specific CLIA (IMMULITE 2000, Siemens Healthcare 

Diagnostics) belonging to the same assay family. Thus, there is even evidence for a 

difference between the three IMMULITE® CLIAs. Furthermore, the similar range of 

insulin concentrations suggested around 20 μIU/mL used as a cutoff value for basal 

insulin by analyses with the human-specific RIA (Coat-a-Count RIA, Diagnostic 

Products Corporation) (Treiber et al. 2006; Carter et al. 2009) and the human-specific 

CLIA (IMMULITE 2000, Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics) is questionable based on 

the results of Carslake et al. (2017). This study investigated both immunoassays and 

reported that the CLIA tends to provide marked lower insulin concentrations in the 

analytical range of the cutoff values reported compared to the human-specific RIA. 

Considering the striking differences observed in part I and III of this research project 

in combination with the current data from literature, it can be concluded that there is a 

need to interpret the basal insulin concentrations carefully regarding the 
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immunoassay used for quantification. Furthermore, there is evidence of uncertainty in 

using some of the basal cutoff values and reference ranges established previously.  

Despite the large number of different immunoassays which have been investigated in 

the past, most veterinary laboratories currently use human-specific CLIA systems. 

The analyses of insulin with immunoassays can generally be complex, time-

consuming and costly depending on the assay used. However, analyses on 

automated systems provide the substantial benefit that subsequent steps are 

performed automatically by the system and, therefore, reduce the risk of operator 

errors during different steps of the assay implementation. In these automated 

systems, samples were dispensed, followed by automated selection and 

dispensation of the reagent, incubation, separation from bound and free agents, 

dispensation of the substrate and, finally, reading of the signal provoked (Babson 

2013, Metzar 2013). Currently, CLIAs are widely available for automated systems 

and human diagnostics. By contrast, only a few specific CLIAs designed for 

veterinary purposes are available. Most of these were designed for important 

infectious diseases of companion and food animals. Only a limited number of non-

human species-specific CLIAs are commercially available for tests of metabolic 

functions, such as canine thyroid hormones (Iversen et al. 1999; Marca et al. 2001; 

Piechotta et al. 2010). Interestingly, no assay is available for any equine disease. 

Thus, immunoassays originally designed for human diagnostic purposes are used 

frequently in veterinary medicine despite the fact, that potential assay interference 

may occur or underlying assay antibodies are not compatible with epitopes of the 

animal species-specific conformation of the analyte.  

Systems widely used for determination of equine insulin in veterinary medicine are 

based on the IMMULITE® family: IMMULITE 1000, IMMULITE 2000 and IMMULITE 

2000xpi (Babson 2013). Despite belonging to the same system family, marked 

differences in the insulin concentrations supplied have occurred, as has already been 

mentioned (Banse et al. 2014, Koeller et al. 2016, Carslake et al. 2017, Durham et al. 

2019). Moreover, these differences were not only limited to samples with relatively 

low insulin concentrations occurring in basal or resting samples. Furthermore, cutoff 

values for the oral sugar test (OST), a simplified oral glycemic challenge test, differ 
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significantly, with a cutoff value of 40 μIU/mL calculated on analyses with the 

IMMULITE 1000 (Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics) and 63 μIU/mL using the 

IMMULITE 2000xpi (Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics) in a cohort of 35 ponies 

without a history of laminitis (Durham et al. 2019). The ADVIA Centaur XP system 

(Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics), another automated immunoassay system based 

on chemiluminescent, was used in part I of this research project. This system is 

widely used in commercial veterinary laboratories offering the measurement of insulin 

in equine samples. Despite frequent use, to the best of the author’s knowledge, no 

further studies are available investigating the performance of this assay in equine 

serum samples. The comparison of this assay with a commonly used porcine-specific 

RIA (Porcine Insulin RIA, Millipore Merck) and the equine-optimized porcine-specific 

ELISA (Equine Insulin ELISA, Mercodia AB) performed in this research project 

showed significantly lower insulin concentrations in basal samples. In samples 

obtained during dynamic stimulation with PO glucose application with significantly 

higher insulin concentrations, the concentrations supplied still differed between the 

equine-optimized porcine-specific ELISA and the human-specific CLIA (ADVIA 

Centaur XP, Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics). However, the difference in insulin 

concentrations between the porcine-specific RIA and the human-specific CLIA did 

not reach significance. The human-specific CLIA provided lower results than the 

porcine-specific RIA for samples with concentrations under 100 μIU/mL but supplied 

higher results for five samples when the concentration exceeded 100 μIU/mL. This is 

in accordance with Carslake et al. (2017), who reported higher insulin concentrations 

supplied by another human-specific CLIA (IMMULITE 2000, Siemens Healthcare 

Diagnostics) compared to a human specific RIA (Coat-A-Count Insulin, Siemens 

Healthcare Diagnostics) in very high insulin ranges, in contrast to the opposite 

relationship in lower concentrations. These dynamic changes of bias between both 

assays might preclude simple comparison of insulin concentrations between the 

methods. From a clinician’s point of view, this finding is even more important 

because insulin concentrations around 100 μIU/mL often occur in the diagnostic 

range for some dynamic stimulation tests. Jocelyn et al. (2018), for example, 

suggested an insulin concentration of above 110 IU/mL measured by another 
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human-specific RIA (Insulin CT, MP Biomedical) at 60 min post OST as a cutoff 

value for the identification of ID. In that respect, the cutoff value of 110 μIU/mL for the 

OGT procedure established in part II of this research project is in the same 

concentration range. Although, it has to be taken into consideration that the 

quantification of insulin was based on the equine-optimized porcine-specific ELISA in 

this research project.  

Despite frequent use, reliable reference ranges for the OGT procedure performed via 

NGT have not yet been available. Therefore, the aim of the second part of this 

research project was to calculate a cutoff value for the standard dose OGT 

performed with NGT and subsequent insulin quantification with an appropriate 

immunoassay for the quantification of equine insulin. The generation of reference 

ranges or a cutoff value for a new diagnostic test or analytical method can be 

challenging and often requires great effort when performed correctly (Geffre et al. 

2009). Per definition, a reference value is used to describe the dispersion of a 

variable in healthy individuals. Reference values are usually reported as population-

based reference intervals comprising 95 % of the healthy population (Marshall and 

Bangert 2008). Taking into account international recommendations, the preferred 

method is an a priori nonparametric determination from at least 120 reference 

individuals, thus, requiring relatively large datasets with extensive documentation 

(Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute 2008). This can be even more 

challenging in veterinary medicine (Geffre et al. 2009). In the case of the replacement 

of a diagnostic test by a new method, the new diagnostic test has to be compared to 

a gold standard test. Furthermore, transference of a reference interval requires a 

well-defined previous one, a comparable analytical system and comparable patient 

populations (Geffre et al. 2009). Though, two major limitations existed in this context. 

Firstly, there was no gold standard available to compare against the laboratory 

method used for the quantification of the equine insulin. Analyte detection and 

quantification based on HPLC-MS technology is often considered to be the most 

reliable technique and gold standard even in detection of steroid and peptide 

hormones (Stanczyk et al. 2010, Thevis et al. 2011). This technique enables 

detection based on physicochemical properties of the peptide and not on epitope 
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recognition (Anderson et al. 2006). Analysis of equine serum or plasma samples with 

the HPLC-MS method for quantification of equine insulin was performed by Tinworth 

et al. (2011). However, samples were previously prepared for HPLC-MS analysis 

using a protocol for the analysis of insulin in human urine (Thomas et al. 2009). In the 

latter protocol, anti-insulin antibodies are used for the initial capture of the insulin 

molecules and further processing of antigen-antibody aggregates. Therefore, results 

can be influenced by interference of the target analyte and antibody-specific capture 

epitope. In our experiments, the HPLC-MS technique was not available and 

comparison of the results supplied by the three immunoassays investigated in part I 

and part III against a more specific method, such as HPLC-MS, was not performed. 

Moreover, equine insulin standards used previously to evaluate the recovery of 

equine insulin in spiked samples, as was performed by Banse et al. (2014) and 

Carslake et al. (2017), was unavailable at the time the study was performed. 

However, based on the findings in part I with critically reevaluation of the equine-

optimized porcine-specific insulin ELISA (Equine Insulin ELISA, Mercodia AB), 

indication of acceptable performance measures and satisfying clinically relevant 

differentiation of individuals, the following investigations and calculations regarding 

the definition of a reliable reference range for OGT have been based on insulin 

analyses with the equine-optimized porcine-specific ELISA. Moreover, the ELISAs 

satisfying performance data from part I were in line with further convincing data from 

other studies (Öberg et al. 2011, Borer-Weir et al. 2012). 

Secondly, the results presented in part II of the research project support the 

hypothesis that insulin sensitivity is a dynamic condition and not a dichotomic state of 

being either insulin-sensitive or -dysregulated. It also supports the idea that impaired 

insulin regulation exists in different intensities. In fact, the insulin response to glucose 

is probably a continuum among all horses and ponies, whether or not they are 

described as healthy or dysregulated. This finding, together with the lack of a gold 

standard to compare against, complicated the definition of a reference range or cutoff 

value.  

Therefore, a model-based clustering method was used to circumvent the use of an 

arbitrary limit for categorization. This method considered all data-points for the 
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classification, taking into account the individual insulin trajectory during the OGT. A 

strength of the analyses and the study is that repeated blood samples over a period 

of three hours have been included in the clustering method. In total, insulin 

concentrations during the course of 13 samples per animal have been considered for 

cluster analysis. Two clusters were differentiated with this method, one with low and 

one with high insulin responses during OGT. The cluster of individuals with low 

insulin response was consistently detected, independently of the initialization 

parameters of the algorithm. Based on the low cluster, the 97.5 % quantile of insulin 

was 110 μLU/mL at 120 min and then used as a cutoff value. With data from 56 

horses and ponies undergoing OGT, the cutoff generated in the part II of this 

research project is based on a larger sample set than previously published and 

suggested cutoffs for dynamic testing for ID. Nevertheless, the suggested cutoff 

value is only valid in the case of considering the combination of the specific dynamic 

test protocol for the OGT via NGT in combination with the corresponding insulin 

quantification with the equine-optimized porcine-specific insulin ELISA (Equine 

Insulin ELISA, Mercodia AB). Comparison across immunoassays will still remain 

challenging based on the marked differences between the insulin concentrations 

supplied by the different assays reported in part I and III. 

Another finding in part II of this research project is the wide dynamic ranges of 

insulinemic responses after the application of glucose via NGT. These variations 

between individuals may also provide additional diagnostic information. Horses 

showed monophasic and biphasic insulin secretion patterns, which is in accordance 

with previous studies reporting both after oral glucose challenge (Schuver et al. 2014; 

Smith et al. 2016). However, a potential difference in the secretion pattern of insulin 

between insulin-sensitive and insulin-dysregulated animals is often the subject of 

debate. Despite the fact that frequent re-sampling of the animal tested to increase 

the diagnostic accuracy of the test may not be practically feasible in a clinical 

situation, differences in the secretion pattern might influence the optimal time point 

for the collection of the most reliable diagnostic sample. Whereas insulin-sensitive 

individuals responded with fast increases in the insulin concentrations and early peak 

concentrations, insulin-dysregulated individuals responded with a more continuously 
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increase and later achievement of peak concentrations. The optimal time point for 

sample collection may remain a subject of further research, but so far, the time point 

of 120 min previously defined and used allowed a satisfactory differentiation in the 

present study population. The difference between the determined clusters in part II 

even increased with time after glucose application and later sampling time points. 

Whereas severely dysregulated animals still increased in insulin concentrations after 

120 to 180 min, the insulin-sensitive animals had already returned to basal insulin 

concentrations. These findings reflect the effective regulation of glycemic control in 

insulin-sensitive individuals compared to the obviously dysregulated individuals with 

a significant imbalance between blood glucose concentration and -cell-mediated 

insulinemic response. Hence, later sampling time points provide further diagnostic 

safety for differentiation between the insulin-sensitive and severe insulin-

dysregulated individuals but may lack reliable identification of mild subclinical 

changes in animals being at risk of developing ID. Moreover, later sampling time 

points might be a disadvantage due to the time-consuming procedure for sample 

collection under clinical field conditions. Nevertheless, extended statistics and 

mathematical operations have been performed with data generated in part II of this 

research project to offer dynamic reference ranges during the OGT procedure with 

sample collection at variable time points between 90 and 180 min to further optimize 

and simplify the diagnostic procedure and assessment of ID under clinical conditions. 

Based on the current dataset, the extension of the period for sample collection 

defined previously was possible. The 97.5 % CI calculated based on the median 

insulin concentration observed in cluster one is not limited to a specific time point. 

Thus, the extension of the sample collection time period in a dynamic range was 

possible and, thereby, simplified the implementation of OGT under clinical settings by 

providing a more flexible blood sample collection time frame (www.ogt-reference-

provider.org). 

The early identification of animals at high risk of developing impaired insulin 

regulation towards ID must be a primary goal of the diagnostic approach. If 

hyperinsulinemia induced laminitis, changes developed in the lamellar-distal 

phalangeal attachment apparatus are irreversible (De Laat et al. 2010, De Laat et al. 
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2013, Patterson-Kane et al. 2018, De Laat 2019). So far, no convincing medical 

treatment options for ID have become available but recent research highlights the 

promising effects of sodium-glucose linked transport-2 inhibitors, such as velagliflozin 

(Meier et al. 2018; Meier et al. 2019). These potential new therapeutic options will 

encourage a debate on the thresholds and limits for advisement of drug-based 

treatment in contrast to sole management changes. In the future, the combination of 

clinical signs and evaluation of case outcome with the absolute insulin concentration 

during OGT might be considered as an indicator of a prognostic factor. De Laat et al. 

(2019) have already reported an association of higher basal insulin concentrations 

with more severe lameness in cases with endocrinopathic laminitis. In this context, 

Meier et al. (2017) performed a study to evaluate the important predictive 

significance mentioned previously of in-feed OGT testing for the identification of 

individual animals at high risk of developing laminitis based on their 

hyperinsulinemia. A predictive cutoff value of 65 μIU/mL generated by in-feed OGT 

performed with 1 g/kg BW was reported for the differentiation of ponies becoming 

laminitic or not under an experimentally performed laminitis induction model based 

on a high NSC diet challenge. The serum samples in this study have been analyzed 

with the human-specific CLIA (ADVIA Centaur XP, Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics) 

also being investigated in part I of this research project. Keeping in mind the marked 

lower insulin concentrations supplied by this assay compared to the equine-optimized 

porcine-specific ELISA (Equine Insulin ELISA, Mercodia AB), the study shows strong 

accordance with the results reported in part II of this research project. When 

comparing the calculated cutoff value of 110 μIU/mL established in insulin analyses 

with the equine-optimized porcine-specific ELISA by use of the equation from 

regression analysis (Y = 0.3909* x +0.4002) to the human-specific CLIA (ADVIA 

Centaur XP, Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics) data, the transferred cutoff value for 

the CLIA corresponds to 43 μIU/mL. Taking this as a basis, the cutoff value 

generated from part II of the study still implies a safety zone. Taking it the other way 

around, the suggested predictive cutoff value of 65 μIU/mL established in the CLIA 

(ADVIA Centaur XP, Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics) corresponds to around 160 

μIU/mL in the equine-optimized porcine-specific ELISA. Thus, the prediction of the 
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incidence of laminitis in the clinical study with the diet model fits to the cutoff value 

established in part II of the study. Furthermore, a combination of conclusions of both 

studies allow further prognostic classification of ID cases tested with the OGT via 

NGT as being at high risk for the development of laminitis in cases of insulin 

concentrations above 160 μIU/mL.  

The calculated cutoff value in part II of the study is based on retrospective analyses 

of insulin responses during OGT procedures of various horse and pony breeds and, 

therefore, represents a species wide, general orientation value. Backtracking to 

primary literature of several suggested cutoff values for ID or IR reported in review 

articles for a closer inspection of underlying data with respect to the breed 

composition of the study population was impossible in most cases (Frank 2011; 

Frank and Geor 2014; Bertin and De Laat 2017; Durham et al. 2019). Although it is 

widely acknowledged that ID is common in certain breeds and rare in other breeds 

(Frank et al. 2010, Durham et al. 2019), this project used a mixed cohort of animals. 

Some studies reported significant breed differences in insulin regulation (Bamford et 

al. 2014, Duehlmeier et al. 2001) with different glucose and insulin kinetics (Smith et 

al. 2016, Cantarelli et al. 2018). In the same line, Manfredi (2016) identified 

differences in the optimal cutoff and sampling time point for the OST procedure in 

Arabians, Morgans, Welsh Ponies, Quarter Horses and Thoroughbreds. However, 

subgroups of individuals used for the calculation of thresholds for ID and optimal time 

point for sample collection ranged from six to twenty-two individuals in that study. By 

contrast, Lindase et al. (2016) did not detect differences in the OST between 

Shetland ponies, Icelandic horses and Thoroughbreds. Thus, there is currently no 

consensus regarding the breed-related impact. Subdividing the mixed population 

used in part II of the study to calculate breed-specific reference ranges for OGT was 

impossible due to the number of remaining animals per group being too low. 

Nevertheless, the distribution of breeds was equal between the clusters without 

overrepresentation of a certain breed in one cluster. Thus, the study population 

represents a representative cross section of patients being presented to a 

veterinarian for evaluation of ID. 
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In general, the number of animals and their selection or classification as ID or IS 

used for calculating reference ranges or cutoff values remains the most limiting factor 

when reviewing the literature critically. A larger number of animals are favored to 

calculate reliable reference ranges or cutoff values (Geffre et al. 2009), but most of 

the time, the number of animals are very low. In addition, their classification criteria 

per se or the classification criteria as healthy or diseased may be reviewed critically 

in some publications.  

Commonly, OGTs with NGT have been performed in clinical settings without the 

awareness that reliable reference ranges are lacking. Often cutoff values or 

reference ranges generated for in-feed OGT or OST have been used for the 

interpretation of insulin concentrations from OGT via NGT without considering the 

specific differences in testing protocols due to missing data. However, there are 

simple but physiological important differences between the tests. Smith et al. (2016) 

reported differences in glucose and insulin kinetics when comparing OST and in-feed 

OGT and explained the differences observed between OST and in-feed OGT by the 

differences in administration techniques. Whereas the corn syrup was given as an 

oral bolus, the glucose powder was mixed in chaff and offered for voluntary uptake 

by trough feeding. Thus, this explanation is in line with Mair et al. (1991), who 

identified meal size and starch content as factors altering the rate of gastric 

emptying, with higher starch and larger meals emptying most slowly. In OGT via 

NGT, the glucose is bypassed by the oral cavity, solved in water and, therefore, 

might have increased gastric passage based on simple physiological features. These 

basic differences may already provide less stimulation compared to the voluntary 

uptake of a meal artificially enriched with glucose by which the process of ingestion 

provides the stimulation of sweet taste receptors in the oral cavity and may produce 

an already triggered state when glucose is entering the small intestine (De Graaf-

Roelfsema 2014, De Laat et al. 2016a).  

There are multiple arguments for and against specific test protocols for the 

implementation of oral dynamic testing for ID. The potential stress influence of NGT 

insertion during the OGT procedure, for example, is a common concern. Cortisol 

increased after glucose application via NGT during the OGT procedure in healthy 
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horses but returned back to baseline levels after 90 min (Warnken et al. 2018), 

therefore, questioning the impact of hypothalamic-hypophysic-adrenal (HPA) axis 

activation. In another study investigating the activation of HPA axis during OGT and 

sham OGT in healthy and insulin dysregulated ponies, a significant increase in ACTH 

and cortisol directly after insertion and removal of the NGT in the OGT and sham 

OGT procedure was observed but did not result in any clinically relevant variation in 

insulin and glucose concentrations in the sham OGT procedure (Warnken et al. 

2017). Nevertheless, the direct influence on OGT-related glucose kinetics by 

activation of the HPA axis remains unknown. Incomplete ingestion is the most 

important issue complicating the diagnostic procedure during in-feed OGTs. De Laat 

and Sillence (2017) reported partial refused feed intake of up to 70 % in 5 out of 12 

ponies when using standard dose 1 g/kg BW glucose for in-feed OGT. Clinical 

experience is in accordance with these reports, often limiting clinical usability of the 

in-feed OGT and requiring reappointment and implementation of an alternative 

diagnostic test, such as the OGT with glucose application via NGT. Therefore, the 

focus of this research project was on the OGT via NGT providing a reliable, exact 

and quick administration of a specific amount of glucose avoiding potential impact by 

other factors like for example prolonged ingestion time.  

Despite many advantages, recent experiments indicated that application of 1 g/kg 

BW glucose for the implementation of OGT might not be the ideal dosage. Kenez et 

al. (2018) reported a pro-inflammatory shift reflected by increased kynurenine and 

decreased spermidine concentrations during the OGT procedure because of 

hyperstimulation of the metabolic system. This highlights the question concerning the 

optimal amount of glycemic stimulus needed for reliable diagnostics. It has been 

shown for in-feed OGT that 0.75 g/kg BW glucose supplied sufficient glycemic and 

insulinemic responses to differentiate between insulin-dysregulated and healthy 

equids (De Laat and Sillence 2017). Furthermore, the postprandial insulinemic 

responses after in-feed OGT performed with 0.75 g/kg BW glucose and 2 h post-

grazing was positively correlated, thus, proving evidence to support the suitability of 

standardized oral glycemic challenge tests as clinically significant test models 

(Fitzgerald et al. 2019b). In accordance with this finding, debates regarding the ideal 
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dosages for OST are the subject of current discussions. Initially, Schuver et al. 

(2014) suggested 0.15 ml/kg BW corn syrup as an appropriate dosage. By contrast, 

the opposing discussion to the OGT-related one aiming for a reduction of the 

comparatively high glucose amount aiming for an increase in glycemic stimulation 

takes place for OST. Recent studies investigated the optimal glycemic stimulation for 

the implementation of OST and suggested higher glycemic stimulation, achieved by 

increased amounts of 0.25 or 0.45 ml/kg BW corn syrup to increase sensitivity and 

specificity of the test (Manfredi 2016; Jacob et al. 2018a; Jocelyn et al. 2018). This 

dosage discussion is highly important considering the marked difference between the 

various immunoassays used for the measurement of the equine insulin in samples 

obtained during these testing procedures. By lowering the glycemic stimulation and, 

therefore, reducing the glycemic and insulinemic responses in healthy and diseased 

animals, the immunoassay performance is essential for a reliable detection of 

diseased individuals and may be a limiting factor. By lowering the insulinemic 

response, the expected concentration range in samples obtained during the testing 

procedure is shifted towards the lower parts of the analytical range and calibration 

curve. Exactly this may necessitate satisfying quantification and differentiation in 

relatively low insulin concentration ranges to still detect differences between healthy 

insulin-sensitive individuals and insulin-dysregulated ones. Therefore, the analytical 

range of the assay, the LLOD and the performance in the lower assay range is 

crucial. The results from part I of this research project clearly indicate that the three 

investigated immunoassays have variable performance at the lower area of the 

analytical range. Especially immunoassays such as the human-specific CLIA (ADVIA 

Centaur XP, Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics) which reported constantly lower 

insulin concentrations compared to more widespread and differentiated 

concentrations reported by other assays might reach their limits.  

Commonly, intra- and inter-assay CVs increase with decreased analyte 

concentrations at the lower analytical range of the assay (Davies 2013), thereby, 

procuring more improper results. Considering the high CVs for low insulin 

concentrations reported for several immunoassays, the trend towards the suggestion 

of lower cutoffs might be even more challenging. Thus, it is important to take into 
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account that combinations of testing protocols and immunoassay methods used for 

analyses of samples obtained during dynamic testing can increase or decrease test 

sensitivity. Identifying concentrations at one end of the analytical range of the assay 

is always challenging and a cause of variation, whereas measurement of analyte 

concentrations ranging in the mean analytical range are most reliable.  

This is not only a problem during dynamic testing but also in analyses of basal 

samples. Based on the comparison of basal, fasted insulin concentrations to CGIT 

results, Olley et al. (2019) suggested a downward adjustment of the initial fasted 

insulin cutoff of 20 μIU/mL towards a more sensitive cutoff of 5.2 μIU/mL based on 

analyses of insulin with the human-specific CLIA IMMULITE 2000 (IMMULITE 2000, 

Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics). This might be possible due to the excellent 

precision of IMMULITE 2000 for low insulin concentrations reported by Carslake et 

al. (2017) but might be more difficult or not possible with immunoassays having 

higher CVs for low equine insulin concentrations, such as IMMULITE 1000 

(IMMULITE 1000, Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics) (Banse et al. 2014) or other 

assays. Nevertheless, reliable differentiation between insulin sensitive and insulin 

dysregulated individuals requires clear distinction that might not be achieved in all 

cases with assays reporting generally very low insulin concentrations. In part I of this 

research project the ELISA (Equine Insulin ELISA, Mercodia AB) and the RIA 

(Porcine Insulin RIA, Millipore Merck) were able to differentiate the measured basal, 

fasted samples in a range from 2.4 μIU/mL to 72.7 μIU/mL (median: 13.3 μIU/mL) 

and 3.4 μIU/mL to 57.0 μIU/mL (median: 19.3 μIU/mL), respectively, whereas the 

CLIA (ADVIA Centaur XP, Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics) failed to accurately 

discriminate the variable insulin concentrations over a broad range by reporting 

insulin concentrations ranging from 1.0 μIU/mL to 32.2 μIU/mL (median:5.34 

μIU/mL). Thus, the diagnostic accuracy might be lowered or limited in cases were 

immunoassays with a narrow level of differentiation were used for quantification of 

insulin.  

Summarizing the testing for ID still remains a subject of ongoing research to identify 

the optimal and most reliable protocol regarding clinical applicability. In the future, 

further harmonization of testing protocols would be as important as the harmonization 
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of the measurement of insulin. Harmonization of laboratory-based measurements of 

insulin would indicate that comparable results would be obtained independent of 

when and where the analysis is performed. In human medicine, several studies have 

been performed to investigate difference between methods and to standardize 

methods for quantification of human insulin (Marcovina et al. 2007, Miller et al. 2009, 

Staten et al. 2010). Based on the high number of variable protocols, it is not realistic 

that all commercial veterinary laboratories offer laboratory- and immunoassay-

specific reference ranges for all tests. Further research is needed either to allow the 

transformation of previously defined cutoff values to other methods or to generate 

cutoff values or reference ranges for specific test protocols with variable 

immunoassay methods to enable global operation. Given the fact that specialists in 

equine endocrinology cannot reach an agreement on a standardized recommended 

diagnostic approach and a reference laboratory method, it is our duty to provide 

substantial information to enable diagnoses of ID.  

According to general recommendations, comparison between immunoassay methods 

should be based on high sample numbers and broad ranges of clinically significant 

analyte concentrations (American Society for Veterinary Clinical Pathology 2009). 

This is not always achieved when reviewing the relevant literature or critically 

considering part I of this research project with a limited number of 40 samples used 

for comparison. In part III of this research project, a more satisfying number of 268 

serum samples has been used for comparison. In addition to the simple comparison 

between the equine-optimized procine-specific ELISA (Equine Insulin ELISA, 

Mercodia AB) and the human-specific IRMA (Insulin(e) IRMA KIT, Beckman Coulter), 

the data were analyzed with a special focus on the presence of endogenous equine 

insulin present after PO glucose application in OGT and the presence of exogenous 

non-equine insulin after IV injection in the GCIT procedure. Again, the equine-

optimized porcine-specific ELISA (Equine Insulin ELISA, Mercodia AB) showed 

satisfying assay performance similar to the human-specific IRMA (Insulin(e) IRMA 

KIT, Beckman Coulter), with acceptable CVs, good linearity of dilution and recovery 

upon dilution. 
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Both assays supplied significantly different insulin concentrations for the same 

sample in samples obtained during the OGT procedure. The human-specific IRMA 

(Insulin(e) IRMA KIT, Beckman Coulter) gave constantly higher concentrations 

compared to the equine-optimized porcine-specific ELISA (Equine Insulin ELISA, 

Mercodia AB), with a proportional increase with increased average insulin 

concentration. Despite the fact that the assays supplied markedly different insulin 

concentrations, regression analyses indicated a strong linear relationship. However, 

the proportional error between both methods again precluded simple conversion with 

multiplication of results by a certain factor. The fact that the human-specific IRMA 

supplied markedly higher insulin concentrations in basal samples and samples 

obtained during the dynamic stimulation might be critical for the interpretation with 

currently established cutoff values. Transformation of the cutoff value calculated for 

OGT via NGT in part II to the human-specific IRMA (Insulin(e) IRMA KIT, Beckman 

Coulter) by use of the regression analysis (Y = 2.081* x -1.751) resulted in an 

adapted cutoff value of 227 μIU/mL. This major difference in the absolute insulin 

value of 110 μIU/mL in the equine-optimized ELISA (Equine Insulin ELISA, Mercodia 

AB) and 227 μIU/mL in the human-specific IRMA (Insulin(e) IRMA KIT, Beckman 

Coulter) highlights the importance of assay consideration when interpreting the 

laboratory data for diagnosing ID in the OGT procedure via NGT. Based on the 

current investigations performed with both assays, it is not possible to state whether 

the equine-optimized porcine-specific ELISA (Equine Insulin ELISA, Mercodia AB) or 

the human-specific IRMA (Insulin(e) IRMA KIT, Beckman Coulter) detects equine 

insulin more reliably. As mentioned earlier the human-specific IRMA might be 

applicable and advantageous if the glycemic stimuli in a certain PO test protocol is 

very low or should be reduced and, therefore, small changes in the individual’s 

insulinemic response have to be detected.  

Similar to the case regarding diagnosing ID, several testing protocols have been 

established for the detection of IR (Garcia and Beech 1986, Hoffman et al. 2003, 

Eiler et al. 2005, Pratt et al. 2005, Treiber et al. 2005, Caltabilota et al. 2010, Bertin 

and Sojka-Kritchevsky 2013) but the HEC remains the gold standard for the 

assessment of tissue IR (Rijnen and Van Der Kolk 2003, Kronfeld et al. 2005, Pratt et 
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al. 2005, Pratt-Phillips et al. 2015). This test may not be practical under clinical 

conditions due to the complexity of implementation and is, therefore, mainly reserved 

for research purposes. However, simplified procedures have been established. Out 

of all the protocols for the detection of IR, the CGIT remains the most suitable test for 

a practical approach when considering and balancing the effort and the diagnostic 

value. Therefore, the CGIT was used in part III of this research project as a model to 

provide equine serum samples mainly containing exogenous non-equine insulin. In 

accordance with the samples obtained during the OGT procedure, the insulin 

concentrations measured with the equine-optimized porcine-specific ELISA (Equine 

Insulin ELISA, Mercodia AB) and the human-specific RIA (Insulin(e) IRMA KIT, 

Beckman Coulter) differed significantly in these CGIT samples. Most laboratories 

process serum samples obtained during CGIT in a similar way to samples obtained 

during PO tests. However, the analyte of interest, endogenous equine insulin or 

exogenous non-equine insulin might be different. The diagnosis of IR during CGIT is 

based mainly on the assessment of the insulin-mediated glucose kinetics (Eiler et al. 

2005; Frank et al. 2010; Durham et al. 2019). Nevertheless, additional diagnostic 

information is based on the clearance of insulin from plasma within 45 min. Eiler et al. 

(2005) considered insulin concentrations after 45 min less than 100 μIU/mL as being 

indicative of IR. Due to the simultaneous application of glucose and high amounts of 

exogenous insulin, it could be assumed that the endogenous insulin secretion is 

initially suppressed. Therefore, samples collected in the early period of the CGIT 

contain mainly exogenous insulin and only small amounts of endogenous equine 

insulin. In these samples, potential cross-reactivity due to the presence of 

endogenous equine insulin and exogenously injected non-equine insulin or insulin 

analogues complicate the analyses. Eiler et al. (2005) established the CGIT test 

protocol with use of a recombinant human insulin. Subsequent sample analysis in the 

original publication was then performed with a human-specific RIA (Coat-A-Count, 

Diagnostic Products Corp). Therefore, 100 % of the injected human insulin should 

have been detected during analyses. To date, various insulin formulations and 

analogues have been licensed in veterinary medicine for the treatment of diabetes in 

cats and dogs (e.g. protamine zinc-insulin as ProZinc® 40 IU/mL Boehringer 
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Ingelheim Vetmedica GmbH, Ingelheim, Germany, or porcine zinc-insulin as 

Caninsulin® 40 IU/mL, MSD, Unterschleißheim, Germany). Therefore, CGITs were 

sometimes performed with these analogues instead of regular recombinant human 

insulin. Insulin analogues are characterized by substitutions at various amino acids or 

additions of residues to the COOH terminus of the B-chain for impairment of their 

pharmacokinetics for special issues like e.g. short- or long-acting properties. These 

modifications, however, can also alter antigen-antibody binding in immunoassays if 

present at the antibodies specific binding epitope. In the third part of this research 

project, porcine zinc-insulin was used for the implementation of the CGIT thus 

providing samples with high amounts of exogenous non-equine insulin for 

comparison of two immunoassay methods. Based on the fact that the equine-

optimized porcine-specific ELISA (Equine Insulin ELISA, Mercodia AB) is based on 

antibodies directed against epitopes of the porcine insulin molecule, it was suspected 

of detect 100 % of the injected exogenous porcine insulin with this assay and 

therefore resulting in higher insulin concentrations measured with this assay 

compared to the human-specific IRMA (Insulin(e) IRMA KIT, Beckman Coulter). In 

contrast to the expectation, the human-specific IRMA (Insulin(e) IRMA KIT, Beckman 

Coulter) supplied even higher insulin concentrations compared to the ELISA. No 

information about the specific target epitope of the antibodies used in ELISA and 

IRMA is publicly accessible. In conclusion, the underlying mechanism provoking the 

higher concentrations in the human-specific IRMA (Insulin(e) IRMA KIT, Beckman 

Coulter) could not be explained based on the current data of this research project 

and needs further investigation. In line with this, further investigation is needed to 

evaluate the impact of the presence of exogenous non-equine insulin in samples 

from CGITs when being analyzed with various immunoassay methods to critically 

evaluate the additional sense of purpose of the determination of insulin at 45 min 

during CGIT. Currently, descriptive data for insulin and glucose kinetics during CGIT 

is only available for porcine zinc-insulin measured with the ELISA (Equine Insulin 

ELISA, Mercodia AB) which has been investigated in the present research project 

(Warnken et al. 2018) but not for human protamine zinc-insulin. Moreover, there is no 

further data available comparing the potential interference of the injected insulin 
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formulation during CGIT with the immunoassay used for sample analyzes, despite 

the results presented in part III of this research project. In contrast to the situation in 

equine medicine, studies in human medicine investigated the potential interference 

and reported marked impairment of insulin analyses by the presence of insulin 

analogues in patients treated for diabetes type 1 (Owen and Roberts 2004; 

Dayaldasani et al. 2015). High cross-reactivity was present when investigated for the 

IMMULITE® systems (IMMULITE, Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics) and the ADVIA 

Centaur XP systems (ADVIA Centaur XP, Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics); both 

assays being frequently used in veterinary medicine as well. Depending on the 

insulin analogue present and the immunoassay used, the cross-reactivity in human 

samples was reported ranging from 42 to 152 % (Owen and Roberts 2004). This, 

therefore, raises the question: What would be mainly measured in samples obtained 

from CGITs and analyzed with these assays. Further studies are needed to evaluate 

firstly the impact of insulin formulation used for CGIT and the corresponding 

pharmacokinetics and –dynamics and secondly the impact of these insulin 

formulations on the quantification by frequently used immunoassays. Until now, 

veterinarians should be aware that the insulin or insulin analogue used in CGIT might 

alter test results depending on the cross-reactivity in the immunoassay method used 

for analysis. When performed with human recombinant insulin, sample analyzes with 

a human specific immunoassay method might provide most reliable concentrations 

from a laboratory point of view. On the other hand, the clinical interpretation for 

diagnosis of IR remains challenging until CGIT reference ranges for other 

immunoassay methods than the one used in the original publication have been 

established.  

Summing up, quantification of equine insulin in diagnostic procedure for assessment 

of ID and IR remains the most limiting step in the accuracy of the diagnosis and 

requires knowledge of immunoassay specific performance parameters for reliable 

interpretation. 
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9 CONCLUSION 

Equine metabolic syndrome is a significant problem and health concern in the equine 

population and has severe welfare considerations. It can be assumed that the 

prevalence of EMS and the major laboratory key finding ID will increase in the future 

based on the development of the equine industry and population. Therefore, further 

investigations to reveal the underlying pathomechanisms behind ID and the common 

sequel endocrinopathic laminitis is urgently required. Diagnosing ID will remain 

challenging under clinical settings unless the further harmonization of diagnostic 

approaches and quantification is achieved. Based on the high number of variable 

diagnostic test protocols, it is not realistic that all commercial veterinary laboratories 

offer laboratory- and immunoassay-specific reference ranges for all tests. So far, 

quantification of equine insulin has remained a limiting step when evaluating different 

diagnostic tests for the assessment of ID or IR unless comparison of all available 

assays and information regarding their possible advantages and disadvantages in 

combination with specific diagnostic protocols is publicly accessible. This having 

been said, the present research project provides and summarizes a compilation of at 

least some of the different immunoassay comparisons with provision of data for 

conversion of insulin concentrations supplied by different immunoassays and for the 

transformation of previously defined reference ranges between immunoassay 

methods. However, diagnostic tests must be evaluated critically based on their 

physiological mode of action and limitations. This particularly highlights their clinical 

applicability. Finally, most cases were seen as first-opinion cases in fields, thus, 

requiring simple, efficient, quick, cost-effective and, most importantly, reliable 

diagnostic tests.  

The main conclusion from this research project is that insulin concentrations 

measured by different immunoassays need to be interpreted carefully for making a 

clinical decision or diagnosis. Insulin concentrations obtained as results of basal or 

dynamic testing should be interpreted considering the immunoassay used whenever 

possible. Moreover, reevaluation of cases with serial sampling or testing for the 

control of therapeutic success or improved ID due to constructive and effective 
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management changes should ideally be performed with the same immunoassay 

method to allow comparison. This will be particularly important if further medical 

treatment options become widely available. Apart from that, immunoassays with 

reported differences to immunoassays established previously should not 

automatically be blacklisted. Some may provide substantial benefits for specific 

diagnostic approaches but may lack specific features for others. Thus, a clever 

combination of immunoassays and diagnostic test protocols may provide a basis for 

the assessment of ID with mutual compensation of deficits taking full advantage of 

available options.  

As veterinarians acting with responsibility, it is our obligation to provide substantial 

information to enable diagnoses of ID and prevent potential life-threatening laminitis 

in as many cases as possible.  
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10 FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

Quantification of equine insulin will remain challenging. From economical 

perspectives, development of immunoassays based on antibodies directed against 

specific epitopes of the equine insulin molecule is not attractive. However, this would 

solve many problems with assessment of ID and IR in equids. In the meantime, 

further comparison studies may provide substantial knowledge on the performance, 

advantages, disadvantages and main limitations of various immunoassays used for 

analyses of equine insulin. This allows further comparison of results from research 

studies to facilitate focused research progress without losing power and information 

based on the matter of fact that comparison of results is impossible due to massive 

differences in methodology. Being one-step ahead and taking a look into the ongoing 

research in human medicine, further investigation in combination of multiple 

parameters as a diagnostic panel might increase the test sensitivity and specificity 

and potentially simplifies the diagnostic approach. In line with this, the identification of 

potential biomarkers for ID might be another possible option to circumvent diagnostic 

testing and quantification of equine insulin with all its problems and limitations. Yet 

there are few studies performed in horses and ponies reporting interesting findings 

and specific markers for either EMS in general or specific assessment if ID by 

performance of metabolomics or sophisticated statistical approaches handling large 

datasets (Jacob et al. 2018b, Kenez et al. 2018, Lewis et al. 2018). Further 

investigation of these markers by the different research groups might also make 

dynamic testing redundant in the future and allow simple basal testing with high 

sensitivity and specificity. However, until then further research is needed to 

investigate the relation and potentially clinically significant association between high 

insulin responses during standardized PO glycemic challenges and clinical outcome 

of EMS cases. This may allow a more specific therapeutic approach and prognostic 

assessment in the future. Finally as already mentioned dynamic test protocols like 

PO glycemic challenge should be further optimized in regards of the optimal and 

needed quantity of the glycemic stimuli, the formulation of the glycemic challenger 

and the method of application or delivery.  
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11 SUMMARY 

Tobias Warnken  

Comparison of various methods for quantification of equine insulin under 
clinical settings for assessment of insulin dysregulation 

 

Equine Metabolic Syndrome is an increasing problem and health concern in the 

equine population. Recent research suggests that ID with concurrent 

hyperinsulinemia is the only one among the cluster of signs and symptoms that 

characterize EMS that is clearly linked to the most common sequel, the development 

of endocrinopathic laminitis. Insulin dysregulation can manifest in several ways, 

including basal hyperinsulinemia, an excessive or prolonged hyperinsulinemic 

response to PO, or IV carbohydrate challenge and/or tissue IR. 

The assessment of ID can be challenging, time-consuming and costly in clinical 

settings. However, it can be achieved by the use of basal or resting blood samples or 

multiple dynamic stimulation tests focusing on either the identification of ID or tissue 

IR. Oral glycemic challenges are currently recommended to assess ID and, thereby, 

identify postprandial hyperinsulinemia under standardized conditions. Most of the 

diagnostic procedures are based on the analysis of insulin concentrations in equine 

blood samples. However, previous studies indicated marked differences in insulin 

concentrations obtained from sample analyses with different commonly used 

immunoassays. It is important to mention that most immunoassays used in veterinary 

medicine were originally designed for human diagnostics and, thus, are based on 

antibodies directed against human insulin. Although there is a high sequence 

homology in vertebrates, the amino acid sequences between equine and human 

insulin differ. 

Therefore, the main objective of this research project was, firstly, to evaluate the 

quantification of equine insulin considering the clinical demands and conditions and, 

secondly, to optimize the assessment of equine ID by a combination of appropriate 
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dynamic diagnostic testing and quantification of equine insulin with a compatible and 

reliable immunoassay. 

The aim of the first part of this research project was to compare three commonly 

used immunoassays for the analysis of equine insulin with a special focus on their 

assay performance and clinical applicability in assessing ID. This was achieved, 

firstly, by the analysis of basal blood samples and, secondly, by analyses of blood 

samples obtained during an OGT with glucose application via NCG which provoked 

elevated insulin concentrations resulting in a broad range of variable insulin 

concentrations in the samples. The assays investigated are an equine-optimized 

porcine-specific insulin ELISA, a porcine-specific insulin RIA and a human-specific 

insulin CLIA. All of them are frequently used for the measurement of equine insulin in 

commercial veterinary laboratories. Insulin concentrations obtained by the three 

investigated immunoassays from the analyses of basal blood samples differed 

significantly. Analyses of samples obtained during OGT with consecutively higher 

insulin concentrations revealed significantly lower insulin concentrations supplied by 

the human-specific CLIA compared to the equine-optimized porcine-specific ELISA. 

In conclusion, the results indicated that insulin concentrations measured in the same 

sample by different immunoassays vary greatly and should be interpreted carefully. 

Consideration of the immunoassay used for the quantification of the equine insulin 

and reliable assay-specific reference ranges or cut-off values are of particular 

importance and necessary for the clinical interpretation and diagnosing of ID. Based 

on these findings, the aim of the second part of this research project was formulated 

as further descriptions of variations in insulin responses to OGT via NGT and the 

calculation of a clinically useful cut-off value for the assessment of ID when 

quantifying the equine insulin with the previously validated equine-optimized insulin 

ELISA. Therefore, insulinemic responses of 56 horses and ponies after standard 

dosed OGT via NGT performed with the application of 1 g/kg BW glucose were 

analyzed retrospectively. Because initial data visualization revealed no clear 

separation of insulin-sensitive and insulin-dysregulated horses during the OGT, a 

model-based clustering method was used to circumvent the use of an arbitrary limit 

for categorization. This method accounted for the individual insulin trajectory during 
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the OGT and differentiated two clusters, one with low and one with high insulin 

responses during OGT. The cluster of individuals with low insulin response was 

consistently detected, independently of the initialization parameters of the algorithm. 

Based on the 97.5 % quantile of insulin in this cluster, the cut-off value of 110 μIU/mL 

at 120 min was calculated. Thus, this research project provides the first cut-off value 

for the assessment of ID in horses based on the OGT procedure performed with 1 

g/kg BW glucose and administration via NGT followed by the quantification of equine 

insulin by the equine-optimized porcine-specific ELISA.  

Since the assessment of ID can also be based on the assessment of tissue IR, as 

one aspect of ID, a third research project was conducted and investigated the 

influence of insulin analyses performed with two immunoassays in samples obtained 

during the OGT procedure for the assessment of ID and in samples obtained during 

CGIT for the assessment of tissue IR. Despite the different underlying test 

mechanisms and physiological features, the quantification of equine insulin is 

necessary for both diagnostic approaches. Therefore, a total of 268 samples were 

analyzed by the previously validated equine-optimized porcine-specific insulin ELISA 

and another commonly used human-specific IRMA with particular attention being 

paid to the presence of endogenous equine insulin during the OGT procedure (n = 

117 samples) and mainly exogenous non-equine insulin during the CGIT procedure 

(n = 151 samples). Insulin concentrations measured by the equine-optimized porcine-

specific ELISA and the human-specific IRMA differed significantly in samples from 

both diagnostic procedures. In addition to marked differences in absolute insulin 

concentrations between both methods, they showed strong correlation. However, a 

Bland-Altman analysis indicated that the equine-optimized porcine-specific ELISA 

was, on average, 40.94 ± 35.20 μIU/mL lower than the human-specific IRMA in 

samples obtained from the OGT procedure and 90.82 ± 120 μIU/mL lower than the 

human-specific IRMA in samples obtained from CGIT procedure, both with the 

presence of proportional error. These findings suggest that results between the 

assays should not be considered interchangeable. The presence of exogenous 

insulin in samples obtained from IV testing for IR might especially attribute to the 

variable outcome of sample analyses with different immunoassays due to potential 
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cross-reactivity of the exogenous insulin molecules or analogues with the assays’ 

antibodies.  

Summing up: Insulin concentrations measured by different methods need to be 

interpreted carefully in terms of making a clinical decision or diagnosis. Insulin 

concentrations obtained as results of basal or dynamic testing should be interpreted 

considering the immunoassay used for the quantification of the equine insulin. This 

research project provides a compilation of different immunoassay comparisons with 

provision of data for the conversion of insulin concentrations supplied by different 

immunoassays and for the transformation of previously defined reference ranges 

between immunoassays. In view of the large number of different test protocols which 

have been published and described, and missing consent regarding a global 

standardized diagnostic approach and harmonization of quantification of equine 

insulin, a comparison of immunoassays at least allows rough statements on test 

results. Furthermore, the results of this research project clearly indicate the strength 

and weaknesses in combining a specific diagnostic protocol with a specific 

immunoassay method and highlights the potential positive increase or negative 

decrease of the tests’ diagnostic value based on the immunoassay-specific 

characteristics.  
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12 ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Tobias Warnken  

Vergleichende Untersuchungen zur labordiagnostischen Bestimmung von 
equinem Insulin unter Berücksichtigung der praxisrelevanten Anforderungen 
zur Diagnostik einer Insulindysregulation 

 

Das Equine Metabolische Syndrome (EMS) ist eine heutzutage zunehmend häufiger 

auftretende Endokrinopathie und stellt ein großes Gesundheitsrisiko in der 

Pferdepopulation dar. Aktuelle Untersuchungen zeigen, dass neben der Vielzahl an 

teilweise charakteristischen klinischen Symptome des EMS, die Insulindysregulation 

(ID) mit einer einhergehenden Hyperinsulinämie das einzige Symptom ist, das 

eindeutig mit der Entstehung einer endokrinopathischen Hufrehe in Verbindung zu 

bringen ist. Eine ID kann sich auf verschiedene Arten manifestieren, zum Beispiel als 

basale Hyperinsulinämie, als übermäßige oder anhaltende hyperinsulinämische 

Reaktion auf oral aufgenommene oder intravenös verabreichte Kohlenhydrate oder 

als Insulinresistenz (IR) der peripheren Gewebe. 

Die Diagnostik einer ID unter Feldbedingungen kann aufwendig, zeitintensiv und 

kostspielig sein. Sie kann unter Verwendung von basalen Blutproben oder auf der 

Grundlage von verschiedenen dynamischen Stimulationstests durchgeführt werden. 

Die unterschiedlichen Testverfahren zielen hierbei entweder auf die Identifizierung 

der ID oder einer IR ab. Gegenwärtig werden orale glykämische Stimulationstests 

empfohlen um eine ID durch eine unter standardisierten Bedingungen 

hervorgerufene postprandiale Hyperinsulinämie zu identifizieren. Unabhängig von 

den verschiedenen physiologischen Abläufen, die durch die verschiedenen 

Testverfahren hervorgerufen werden und deren unterschiedliche Aussagekraft in 

Bezug auf die Feststellung einer ID oder IR erfordern die meisten 

Diagnostikverfahren eine sich anschließende labordiagnostische Analyse der 

Insulinkonzentrationen in entnommenen Blutproben des untersuchten Patienten. Es 

zeigte sich jedoch bereits in früheren Studien, dass, zum Teil abhängig vom 
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jeweiligen eingesetztem Immunoassay, deutliche Unterschiede zwischen den 

verschiedenen eingesetzten Methoden in Bezug auf die gemessenen 

Insulinkonzentrationen bestehen. Die meisten in der Veterinärmedizin verwendeten 

Immunoassays wurden ursprünglich für den Einsatz in der humanmedizinischen 

Labordiagnostik entwickelt und basieren auf Antikörpern, die gegen das humane 

Insulinmolekül gerichtet sind. Es ist jedoch bekannt, dass trotz weitreichender 

Sequenzhomologie unter den Vertebraten, Unterschiede in der Aminosäuresequenz 

zwischen dem equinen und dem humanen Insulin vorliegen.  

Das Hauptziel dieses Forschungsprojekts bestand daher darin, die Quantifizierung 

von equinem Insulin unter der Berücksichtigung der klinischen Anforderungen und 

Bedingungen zu untersuchen und die Diagnostik der equinen ID durch eine 

geeignete Kombination aus einem dynamischen Diagnostiktest und der 

anschließenden Quantifizierung von equinem Insulin mittels einer geeigneten und 

zuverlässigen immunoassay-basierten Messmethode zu optimieren. 

Das Ziel des ersten Teils dieses Forschungsprojekts war es, drei häufig verwendete 

Immunoassays im Hinblick auf ihre Eignung zur Analyse von equinem Insulin zu 

vergleichen. Besonderes Augenmerk wurde hierbei auf die Assay-spezifischen 

Eigenschaften und deren klinischer Anwendbarkeit bei der Beurteilung der ID gelegt. 

Im Rahmen dieser Untersuchungen wurden sowohl basale, nüchtern Blutproben, als 

auch unter Stimulation entnommene Blutproben untersucht. Mittels eines oralen 

Glukosetests (OGT) basierend auf der Applikation einer definierten Glukosemenge 

von 1g/kg Körpergewicht über eine Nasenschlundsonde konnte ein breites Spektrum 

an Proben mit unterschiedlichen Insulinkonzentrationen generiert werden.  

Im Rahmen des ersten Teils des Forschungsprojektes wurden ein für den Einsatz 

beim Pferd optimierter Enzym-gebundener Immunosorbens-Assay (ELISA) 

basierend auf spezifischen gegen das porzine Insulin gerichteten Antikörpern, ein 

Radioimmunoassay (RIA), ebenfalls basierend auf spezifischen Antikörpern gegen 

das porzine Insulin und ein human-spezifischer Insulin Chemilumineszenz-

Immunoassay (CLIA) verglichen. Alle drei verwendeten Immunoassays werden 

derzeit häufig und routinemäßig zur Messung von equinem Insulin in verschiedenen 
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veterinärmedizinischen Laboren verwendet. Die Insulinkonzentrationen der basalen 

Blutproben unterschieden sich signifikant unter den drei verschiedenen 

Immunoassays. Die Analysen der während des OGT entnommenen Blutproben mit 

vergleichsweise höheren Insulinkonzentrationen ergaben signifikant niedrigere 

Insulinkonzentrationen im humanspezifischen CLIA im Vergleich zu dem für Pferde 

optimierten, für porzines Insulin spezifischen ELISA. Zusammenfassend zeigten sich 

große Diskrepanzen in Bezug auf die gemessenen Insulinkonzentrationen zwischen 

den drei verschiedenen Immunoassays, so dass diese sorgfältig interpretiert werden 

sollten. Die Ergebnisse der Untersuchung zeigen, dass die Berücksichtigung des zur 

Messung eingesetzten Immunoassays und die Anwendung zuverlässiger Assay-

spezifischer Referenzbereiche oder Grenzwerte für die klinische Interpretation und 

Diagnose einer ID von besonderer Bedeutung und zwingend erforderlich sind.  

Basierend auf diesen Erkenntnissen wurde das Ziel des zweiten Teils dieses 

Forschungsprojekts formuliert. Ziel war es, die Variationen der Insulinreaktionen auf 

einen OGT mittels Glukosverabreichung per Nasenschlundsonde in einer großen 

Kohorte von Pferden und Ponies weiter zu beschreiben und einen klinisch 

anwendbaren Grenzwert für die Bewertung einer ID bei der Quantifizierung des 

equinen Insulins mit Hilfe des zuvor validierten und für Pferde optimierten Insulin 

ELISA zu generieren. Hierfür wurden die Verläufe der Insulinkonzentrationen von 56 

Pferden und Ponies nach einem standard-dosiertem OGT retrospektiv analysiert. 

Aufgrund der Tatsache, dass die anfängliche Datenvisualisierung keine klare 

Trennung von insulinsensitiven und insulin-dysregulierten Pferden ermöglichte, 

wurde eine modellbasierte Clustering-Methode verwendet, um die Verwendung einer 

willkürlichen Grenze für die Kategorisierung zu umgehen. Diese Methode 

berücksichtigte den individuellen Verlauf der endogenen Insulinkonzentration 

während des OGT und war in der Lage zwei verschiedene Cluster von Tieren zu 

identifizieren. Ein Cluster mit konstant niedrigen und ein Cluster mit signifikant 

höheren Insulinkonzentrationen als Reaktion auf die verabreichte Glukose während 

des OGT. Die Gruppe an Tieren mit niedrigen Insulinreaktionen wurde unabhängig 

von den Initialisierungsparametern des Algorithmus konsistent detektiert. Basierend 

auf dem 97,5% Quantil der Insulinkonzentrationen in diesem Cluster wurde ein 
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Grenzwert von 110 μIU/ml nach 120 Minuten berechnet. Somit wurde im Rahmen 

dieser Untersuchungen der erste Cut-off-Wert als Grundlage für die Diagnose einer 

ID bei Pferden basierend auf dem OGT-Verfahren und anschließender Bestimmung 

der Insulinkonzentration mit dem beschriebenen ELISA erarbeitet.  

Da die Diagnostik einer ID jedoch auch auf der Beurteilung einer IR als einem 

Teilaspekt der ID beruhen kann, wurde ein drittes Forschungsprojekt durchgeführt. 

Der dritte Teil dieses Forschungsprojekts untersuchte den Einfluss von 

Insulinmessungen mit zwei verschiedenen Immunoassays in Proben die während 

eines OGT-Verfahrens zur Diagnostik einer ID entnommen wurden und in Proben die 

während eines kombinierten Glucose-Insulin-Tests (CGIT) zur Beurteilung der 

peripheren IR entnommen wurden. Trotz der unterschiedlichen zugrundeliegenden 

Testmechanismen und physiologischen Merkmale der beiden Testverfahren ist 

letztendlich die Quantifizierung von Insulin in beiden diagnostischen Ansätzen 

erforderlich. Im Rahmen dieser Untersuchungen wurden insgesamt 268 Proben 

durch den bereits im ersten und zweiten Teil des Forschungsprojektes verwendeten 

und validierten Insulin ELISA und einem anderen häufig verwendeten human-

spezifischen immunradiometrische Assay (IRMA) analysiert. Besonders das 

Vorhandensein von endogenem equinem Insulin während des OGT-Verfahrens (n = 

117 Proben) und des hauptsächlich vorhandenen exogenen Insulins während des 

CGIT-Verfahrens (n = 151 Proben) wurde in dieser Untersuchung genutzt um die 

Eignung der Immunoassays für den Einsatz in Kombination mit der jeweiligen 

Diagnostik zu untersuchen. Die Insulinkonzentrationen beider Messverfahren 

unterschieden sich in den Proben beider Testverfahren signifikant, zeigten jedoch 

eine enge positive Korrelation. Die Insulinkonzentrationen des für den Einsatz beim 

Pferd optimierten ELISA waren in den während des OGT entnommenen Proben 

durchschnittlich um 40,94 ± 35,20 μIU/ml niedriger im Vergleich zu dem human-

spezifischen IRMA. In den Proben aus dem CGIT Verfahren ergab sich, dass der 

ELISA im Schnitt um 90,82 ± 120 μIU/ml niedrigere Insulinkonzentrationen ausgab 

als der human-spezifische IRMA. Zusätzlich zeigte sich auch hier ein proportionaler 

zunehmender Unterschied bei steigender Insulinkonzentration zwischen den beiden 

Methoden. Die Ergebnisse dieser Untersuchung legen wiederholt nahe, dass die 
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Ergebnisse zwischen diesen beiden Immunoassays ebenfalls nicht als austauschbar 

angesehen werden sollten. Insbesondere das Vorhandensein von exogenem Insulin 

in Proben aus intravenösen Diagnostiktests zur Abklärung einer IR, kann das 

Ergebnis aufgrund von Kreuzreaktivitäten zwischen den Antikörpern des 

Immunoassays und den vorhandenen exogenen Insulinmolekülen oder vorhandenen 

Insulinanaloga beeinflussen.  

Zusammenfassend zeigen die hier vorliegenden Untersuchungen, dass 

Insulinkonzentrationen, die mit verschiedenen Methoden gemessen werden, 

sorgsam unter Berücksichtigung des verwendeten Immunoassays interpretiert 

werden sollten. Dies gilt sowohl für basale Blutproben zur nüchtern Bestimmung von 

equinem Insulin, als auch für Proben die während verschiedener Diagnostiktest 

entnommen werden. Nur so ist das sichere Stellen der Diagnose einer ID möglich 

und entsprechende therapeutische Maßnahmen abzuleiten.  

Dieses Forschungsprojekt bietet eine Zusammenstellung und kritische Betrachtung 

verschiedener sich im veterinärmedizinischen Einsatz befindlicher Immunoassays 

unter Berücksichtigung der speziellen Anforderungen zur Diagnostik einer equinen 

ID. Die angestellten Vergleiche verschiedener Immunoassays ermöglichen aufgrund 

der zugrundliegenden Daten eine grobe Umrechnung von Insulinkonzentrationen aus 

verschiedenen Immunoassays. Dies ermöglicht zum einen die Transformation von 

zuvor definierten Referenzbereichen zwischen verschiedenen Immunoassays und 

erleichtert so den Einsatz verschiedener Tests und Immunoassays in der Praxis. 

Außerdem ermöglichen die durchgeführten Vergleichsuntersuchungen Vergleiche 

zwischen Ergebnissen verschiedenerer bereits publizierter Studien. Angesichts der 

Vielzahl der beschriebenen unterschiedlichen Diagnostikprotokolle, dem fehlenden 

Konsens zu einem weltweit standardisierten diagnostischen Ansatz sowie einer 

Harmonisierung der Bestimmung von equinem Insulin erlaubt der hier 

vorgenommene Vergleich von Immunoassays zumindest grobe Aussagen in Bezug 

auf die Testergebnisse aus verschiedenen Immunoassays. Darüber hinaus zeigen 

die Ergebnisse dieser Studie deutlich die unterschiedlichen Stärken und Schwächen 

der Kombination eines bestimmten diagnostischen Testverfahrens und einem 

bestimmten Immunoassays und verdeutlichen die potenzielle positive oder negative 
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Zunahme des diagnostischen Testwerts auf der Grundlage der immunoassay-

spezifischen Eigenschaften der Insulinanalytik. 
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